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ABSTRACT

Multicolor line and continuum images of a complete sample of 13 3C radio

galaxies at 0.8 < z < 1.3, spanning the range 2500 A to I urn in the rest frame, are

presented and analyzed. Quantitative analysis of these images shows that the infrared

images are less elongated than those at optical wavelengths and show only a much

weaker "alignment effect" with the radio source axis. The quadrupole moments

show a progressive reduction from short to long wavelengths, as expected if a sym

metric component dominates at infrared wavelengths. A spectral decomposition

based on these moments suggests that the aligned component probably has a roughly

flat spectral energy distribution if v:::: 0 to -1) while the symmetric red component

that dominates in the infrared probably has a spectral energy distribution similar to

that of a gE galaxy. In two cases where the aligned component is detached from the

main galaxy, the specrral energy distribution is directly measured within small aper

tures and found to have f v :::: -1. In typical 3C galaxies at z ::: I, the active aligned

component contributes 10% of the infrared light. While more active objects have a

larger contamination, these generally modest components are insufficient to perturb

significantly either the scatter in, or the continuity of, the observed K -z relation.

The conventional interpretation of the K -z diagram in terms of a uniform population

of mature host galaxies is thus still likely to be correct, at least at z :::: 1. As far as

can be determined from the data, the scale sizes of the radio galaxy images at

infrared wavelengths are consistent with the sizes of the giant ellipticals associated

with powerful radio galaxies at low redshift. A model surface fitting analysis of the

reddest member of the sample, 3C 65, and of another red galaxy, 3C 437
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(z = 1.480), shows that the infrared surface brightness profiles are well fit by a

deVaucouleurs r 1l4 law characteristic of giant eIIipticals, with characteristic pho

tometric parameters comparable to those of brightest cluster members and low

redshift radio galaxies for standard cosmologies. The small displacement of these

galaxies from low-redshift brightest cluster members and radio galaxies on the Jle

logr, plane suggests that little or no stellar evolution is required in a cosmology with

qo = 0.5 (A = 0), while a modest degree of stellar evolution is implied in a model

with qo = 0 (A = 0), or models with A > O. A non-expanding cosmology would

require the high-red shift systems to lie at the extreme end of the distribution of pro

perties of local gE galaxies, and the effects of stellar and/or dynamical evolution

would be to make the objects more extreme. Several of these radio galaxies are

accompanied by small red companion galaxies that are prominent on our infrared

images at random position angles relative to the radio axis. These are interpreted as

representing a conventional trigger for the radio sources. There is a preference for

these companions to be associated with the bluest, most aligned, and generally most

active objects.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The increasing number of radio galaxies that have been found at z » 1,

including several examples with z > 3 (Lilly 1988; Rawlings, Eales, & Warren 1990;

Chambers, Miley, & van Breugel 1990; McCarthy et al. 1991; H. Spinrad 1990,

private communication) has led to increased interest in the evolutionary status of

these remote galaxies. At present, radio galaxies offer an unparalleled opportunity to

study stellar populations at early epochs in the Universe.

The basic optical-infrared photometric properties of powerful radio galaxies at

z > 1 were established some time ago (Lilly & Longair 1984: Eisenhardt & Lebof

sky 1987; Dunlop et al. 1989; Lilly 1989). In the near-infrared K -band, which sam

ples a rest wavelength of around 1 urn at z = I, the radio galaxies appear to be

remarkable homogeneous. Single-element photometry with large 8"-12" apertures of

complete 3C and "1 jansky" samples (Lilly & Longair 1984; Lilly, Longair, &

Allington-Smith 1985; Lilly 1989) shows, from very low redshifts to at least z =2:

(a) a small dispersion in the K -band absolute magnitude of only 0.4-0.5 mag (at a

given redshift) and (b) a striking continuity in mean absolute magnitude with red

shift. In contrast, a wide range of optical-infrared colors is observed, indicating a

large variation in ultraviolet luminosities at A< 3000 A. Some radio galaxies at

z > 1, such as 3C 65, have optical-infrared colors that are not much bluer than those

of unevolving elliptical galaxies, while others, like 3C 368, have the colors of Irr

galaxies. This uniformity in the rest-frame red/visual and the wide variation in the

rest-frame ultraviolet have generally been interpreted (Lilly & Longair 1984; Lilly
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1989) in terms of a homogeneous populations of host galaxies, selected by a mass

selection function that works in a similar fashion over the whole interval 0 < Z < 3

and selects from a population of massive galaxies of roughly uniform age at a given

epoch, so that the mass-to-light ratio smoothly varies with redshift. In this picture, a

blue galaxy such as 3C 368 is interpreted as being as old as the much redder 3C 65,

but with a much stronger active blue component, rather than as an intrinsically young

system. In this interpretation, the light from this older population dominates the

long-wavelength continuum emission and is responsible for the small scatter in the

K -band. The ultraviolet light, which shows the large variations from galaxy to

galaxy, has generally been ascribed to a very young stellar population produced in a

vigorous burst of star formation, possibly associated with the radio activity (see, e.g.

Lilly & Longair 1984), though other forms of ultraviolet activity cannot be ruled out

at this time (see below).

We will henceforth refer to this interpretation as the "old galaxy hypothesis."

The key element of this idea is that the small dispersion in the K -z relation arises

because of the dominance in the infrared wave band of a homogeneous population of

host galaxies. Consequently, in this view, the age of all the radio galaxies at a given

redshift is constrained by the colors of the reddest object in the sample: At z = 1,

this is 3C 65, which has an implied minimum age of 2 x 109 yr (Chambers & Char

lot 1990), suggesting zF > 2.2 (for Qo = I and H; = 50 km s-I Mpc- I ). If the con

tinuity of the K -z relation is taken seriously as indicating a steady evolution in

luminosity, then we can infer that the radio galaxies at z = I formed at even higher

redshifts, i.e., zF > 5 as inferred from the 3-4 x 108 yr ages of the radio galaxies at
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z - 3.5 (Lilly 1988; Chambers & Charlot 1990). It should be noted that the old

galaxy hypothesis makes no statement per se about the nature of the ultraviolet con

tinuum. If it is correct, the old galaxy hypothesis has important ramifications for our

understanding of galaxy formation, for two reasons. First, it provides one of the

strongest indications that the Universe at z > 1 is basically similar to the local

Universe -at least one class of galaxies has very similar properties at very high red

shifts (at least at long wavelengths) compared with nearby galaxies selected in a

similar way. Second, if it can be extended to the newly found systems at z > 3, then

it demonstrates that at least some massive galaxies formed at very early times in the

Universe.

Since 1985, detailed observations of the morphologies and spectra of the

ever-increasing number of radio galaxies identified at z »1 have led to both

refinements of, and challenges to, this basic picture. First, McCarthy et al. (1987b)

and Chambers, Miley, & van Breugel (1987) discovered that the optical continuum

(i.e., the rest-frame ultraviolet) and the [0 II] 'A3727 emission of a large fraction of

radio galaxies at z > 0.8 are aligned with the axis of the radio source in a way not

encountered at low redshift. These authors interpreted this "alignment effect" in

terms of the jet inducing star formation, and several theoretical explorations of this

effect have been made (de Young 1989; Rees 1989; Daly 1990; Begelmen & Cioffi

1989; Bithel & Rees 1990).

To date, the mechanism or mechanisms responsible for the alignment effect

have not been established. Chambers & McCarthy (1990) have presented evidence

that young stars are indeed responsible for the ultraviolet emission by co-adding the
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spectra of different radio galaxies, and have claimed to discern in the integrated

spectrum "stellar" absorption lines. On the other hand, de Serego Alighieri et al.

(1989), Scarrott, Rolph, & Tadhunter (1990), and Jannuzi & Elston (1991) have

detected significant polarization in 3C 368, 3C 277.3 and 3C 265. These observa

tions support the idea that the aligned continuum emission is scattered light from an

anisotropically emitting nucleus (see Fabian 1989), as might be produced in the

hypothesis recently revived by Barthel (1989) that unifies radio galaxies and quasars

through orientation effects. In the case of the line emission, van Breugel &

McCarthy (1990) have also argued that the line ratios favor a relatively hard ionizing

spectrum and that the required ionizing flux necessitates an obscured nucleus, given

the absence of a bright nuclear source of ultraviolet emission. Other alternatives

include a model proposed by Daly (1992b) in which the emission is caused by

inverse Compton scattering of cosmic microwave background photons by relativistic

electrons. This model is attractive because it predicts the observed correlations

between (a) color and radio spectral index (Lilly 1989), and (b) emission line lumi

nosity and radio power. It must be noted that the spectral and polarization observa

tions have generally included light from the entire galaxy and might therefore

include a substantial contribution from a central nuclear source and the stellar popu

lation even if a different mechanism is responsible for the emission in the outer

regions. Thus, there is a continuing debate on the origin of the ultraviolet contin

uum, the cause of the ultraviolet alignment effect, and the relative importance of stel

lar and nonstellar emission at short wavelengths. Of course, several different

phenomena may well be occurring in practice.
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In parallel with these studies, there has also been considerable attention paid

to the so-called Lyman-a galaxies, and in particular to objects such as 3C 326.1 at

z = 1.8, which was claimed by McCarthy et al. (l987b) to represent a new class of

gaseous radio galaxy in which the bulk of the stellar population had yet to form.

However, infrared observations of this object (Lilly & Maclean 1989) reveal a com

pact component coincident with one of McCarthy et al.'s "knots." This object is

located between the radio lobes and has similar photometric properties to other radio

galaxies. This suggests that it contains a substantial stellar population of moderate

age and hence that it should not be considered a forming protogalaxy. This object

therefore now fits in with the old galaxy hypothesis, at least with respect to its broad

photometric properties.

In 1988, a more direct challenge to the old galaxy model came from early

infrared images of z > 1 radio galaxies taken with newly implemented infrared array

detectors. These infrared images included examples of elongated morphologies and

alignment with the optical and radio jet axes (Eisenhart et al. 1990; Chambers,

Miley, & Joyce 1888a; Djorgovski et al. 1991; Eales and Rawlings 1990). Because

the "old galaxy hypothesis" predicts that the infrared light is dominated by dynami

cally relaxed, and hence, generally round stellar populations, these examples of

infrared alignment were generally considered to be in contradiction to the "old

galaxy hypothesis," and prompted a renewed interest in developing alternate explana

tions for the small dispersion in the K -z relation. Alternative models have been

advanced, and two, which involve young stellar populations, merit particular atten

tion.
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In the first model, Chambers & Charlot (1990) have argued that the bluer

radio galaxies may in fact be much younger systems than the redder ones, and that

within the sample at z :: 1, the galaxies span a wide range of ages. We will refer to

this as the "range of ages model." They showed that, for a particular choice of the

initial mass function, the evolution in the red/visual luminosity with age may be

made small enough that the small dispersion in K may be preserved even with a

large range in age within the radio galaxy sample (e.g., 3 x 108 yr for 3C 368 to

2 x 109 yr for 3C 65, both at z = 1.1 and both with observed K = 17). Of course, a

tight mass-selection effect must still operate, and this may be difficult to explain over

tL;:,; wide range of dynamical ages represented by the systems in this picture (from

- I dynamical time scale for 3C 368 to - 100 times longer for radio galaxies at low

redshifts). This range-of-ages interpretation had always been considered as a possi

ble explanation for the range of colors (the stellar population models have not

changed substantially over the last few years) but was originally rejected by Lilly &

Longair (1984) because it was believed that it would lead to an unacceptably high

dispersion in the K -z relation. Indeed, Lilly (1989), making the assumption that the

run of absolute magnitude with redshift in the K -z diagram was entirely due to an

evolving mass-to-light ratio argued that the spread in age within the radio galaxy

population at z = 1.5 could be no more than 117:/7: :: 25% and was in all likelihood

somewhat less. Chambers & Charlot's (1990) conclusion is dependent on the choice

of the initial mass function, and, to a lesser extent, the star formation history,

although the requirements are not unreasonable. In passing, it should be noted that

the reduction in the minimum age of the z =3.4 radio galaxy 0902+34 to 4 x 108 yr
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(Chambers & Charlot 1990) from the 1 Gyr age proposed earlier (see Lilly 1988)

was primarily due to a reduction in the K brightness by about 1 mag (Lilly 1990)

rather than to any particular feature of the evolutionary models used.

Noting that the blue radio galaxies such as 3C 368 may, on the basis of their

broad-band colors, be only 3 x 108 yr old, Chambers & Charlot (1990) have sug

gested that the interaction of radio jets with the ambient gaseous medium may be a

dominant process in the formation of massive galaxies. On the other hand, Daly

(1992a) and Leahy (1990) have both pointed out time-scale difficulties with this

scheme based on the radio source lifetimes, which they estimated to be of order a

few times 107 years for typical 3C sources at z = 1 (see also Alexander & Leahy

1987). Hence, even in the case of 3C 368, which is inferred to have a minimum age

of 3 x 108 yr (Chambers & Charlot 1990), the bulk of the galaxy must have been

formed in previous, more vigorous, episodes of the radio source, and this removes

some of the appeal of this model.

In the second model, Bithel & Rees (1990) have advocated a quite different

scheme in which the K -band light comes from extremely young populations (107 yr)

of red supergiants. The attraction of this is that the ages of these populations are

then fully consistent with the lifetime of a single outburst of the radio source. These

authors suggested that the observed range of colors could represent different phases

of rapidly evolving stellar populations of extreme youth. Given that an individual

massive star produces most of its bolometric luminosity as a blue supergiant (Chiosi

& Maeder 1986), the circumstances for domination by red supergiants to occur are

very contrived-requiring a very narrow range of stellar masses and ages (see Lilly
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1990). The rapid evolution of this population would certainly produce a wide range

in mass-to-light ratios and hence and unacceptably large scatter in the K -z diagram.

In attempting to distinguish experimentally between the old galaxy model and

the range-of-ages model, it should be realized that, as defined above, they represent

extreme positions. Indeed the definition of the age of a stellar population is clearly

somewhat ambiguous in the face of what may be quite large bursts of star formation.

Assuming that the blue light is coming from young stars, then few would deny that

3C 368 is younger than 3C 65 if a luminosity-weighted average of the stellar popula

tion is taken, but a mass-weighted ave-rage would produce comparable ages if the old

galaxy model is correct. While the true situation may be somewhat blurred between

these extremes, the conceptual distinction is clear, and the question of whether the

bluest galaxies contain an old stellar population similar to that in the reddest galaxies

is clearly of great importance to our view of the formation of massive galaxies.

Much of the motivation for the theoretical work described above has come

from the early infrared imaging observations, and indeed, the morphology at infrared

wavelengths clearly offers a test of the old galaxy hypothesis. The mature galaxy

component that is assumed to underlie the aligned active component should be

dynamically relaxed and should not display significant morphological peculiarities. If

peculiarities are seen, then this is a strong argument for either much younger stellar

ages, i.e., shorter than the dynamical time scale for the system, or for a nonstellar

origin for the infrared light. We stress that the old galaxy hypothesis is not neces

sarily invalidated by the presence of an aligned component in infrared images,

regardless of its color. The test, rather is to determine whether these
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morphologically peculiar components produce so much of the large-aperture

integrated light that the conventional interpretation of the small scatter in the

infrared Hubble diagram in terms of mature underlying host galaxies can be ruled

out.

The original studies of the infrared morphologies were carried out on limited

samples of objects-3C 368 (Chambers, Miley, & Joyce 1983a; Djorgovski et aI.

1991), 3C 356 (Eales & Rawlings 1990), and a sample of eight 3C radio galaxies

with 0.7 < z <1.8 (Eisenhardt & Chokshi 1990). These authors all found some

"infrared alignment" in the radio galaxies and concluded with varying degrees of

conviction that the infrared light could not be dominated by old stars to the degree

required to produce the small scatter in the K -z relation. Two criticisms may, how

ever, be applied to these early papers. First, there was very little attempt at quantita

tive analysis. Clearly, unless the aligned component is implausibly blue, it must con

tribute some significant fraction of the K -band light. If the aligned component has

high surface brightness relative to the more diffuse outer regions of an extended

underlying galaxy, it may produce dramatic morphological peculiarities and yet con

tribute a relatively small fraction of the total light. As an example, Lilly (1989)

decomposed the overall spectral energy distributions of high-z radio galaxies into the

sum of an lIT plus a gE galaxy. In this heuristic exercise, the fraction of the K -band

light that came from the blue, potentially aligned, lIT component was designated f K.

In the 3C sample at high redshifts, the average value of f K was 20%, with a disper

sion within the sample of 10% and a maximum of about 40% in the case of very

blue objects like 3C 368. Clearly, a 20% ± 10% contribution from an active
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component would not significantly perturb the scatter in the K -z relation which will

have an intrinsic dispersion of order 0.4 mag. Of course, the aligned component

could in reality have a different spectral energy distribution than that of an lrr

galaxy, which would lead to different levels of contamination.

The potentially large morphological effects of components with relatively

minor contributions to the total light are illustrated in Figure 1.I (upper panel). We

have constructed model radio galaxies bin which we have combined a round com

ponent with a de Vaucouleurs profile (re =2") and an aligned component, assumed

to be one-dimensional and of length 4". These have been smoothed with a Gaussian

point-spread function of I" FWHM. Models in which 0%, 20%, and 50% of the light

within a 4" aperture is contributed by the aligned component are shown in Figure 1.

It can be seen that a 20% linear contribution can produce a strikingly aligned image,

yet will not perturb the scatter in the K -z relation. An aligned component that was

more concentrated toward the outer regions would have a correspondingly larger

morphological effect. We return to these models later when a quantitative measure

of asymmetry is developed.

The likely contamination from the aligned component makes a quantitative

analysis absolutely essential in order to see whether the morphological peculiarities

are due to this contamination alone.

The second criticism is that only a few generally nonrepresentative objects

were observed, although the conclusions drawn from them have frequently been

applied to the population as a whole. For instance, 3C 368 has often been taken as a

prototype for high-redshift radio galaxies. In fact, as noted above, it is a very
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extreme object. It has the bluest (r-K) color, and among the strongest emission

lines, in the Lilly & Longair (1984) sample. In addition, there is recent evidence for

a superposed M star in this system (Hammer, Le Fevre, & Proust 1991; see also

Chapter 3). In the case of 3C 356, another well-studied object (Eales and Rawlings

1990; Eisenhardt & Chokshi 1990), it is clear that the "alignment effect" is morpho

logically distinct from that seen in most other radio galaxies, with a detached red

lump several arcseconds away rather than a continuous smooth component extending

out from the central object. The dynamical argument for this detached component

not being a mature stellar population is correspondingly weaker. Even the more

broadly based Eisenhardt & Chokshi (1990) study was nevertheless, in their words,

"biased towards galaxies known to have extended asymmetric R -band and [0 II]

11,3727 or Lyman a emission."

The present study was undertaken to examine the optical and infrared mor

phologies of distant radio galaxies in a systematic way. In this initial investigation

we decided to limit our attention to moderate redshifts (z :::: 1) so that (a) the objects

are relatively bright and (b) a "statistically complete" sample could be observed. Our

sample lies above the apparent onset of the alignment effect at z = 0.8 (McCarthy et

al. 1987a), and we suspect that the radio galaxies at higher redshifts z > 2 are quali

tatively similar to those in the present sample at z = 1, though this is at present a

conjecture. We have used a homogeneous set of optical and infrared line and contin

uum images of a well-defined sample of 13 3C radio galaxies with 0.8 < z < 1.3 that

should be unbiased with respect to the properties of powerful radio galaxies as

found in the 3C catalog at z :::: 1. Furthermore, we have attempted to carry out a
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quantitative and objective analysis of the morphologies of these galaxies as a func

tion of wavelength in order to constrain the spectral energy distributions of the vari

ous morphological components and, in particular, to determine the contribution in the

infrared of the "aligned" component that dominates at short wavelengths. We find

that the observations generally provide strong support for the basic old galaxy

interpretation of high-redshift radio galaxies. Furthermore, the study turned up two

classes of objects which meritted further study: The first are extremely quiescent

radio galaxies that appear as evolved galaxies in the infrared, thereby offering an

unparalleled opportunity to study ellipticals at high-redshifts. The second are rare

examples of the alignment effect in which the aligned emission is detached from the

main galaxy (rather than extending continuously from the main galaxy), which offer

the potential of studying the alignment effect in an aperture free from contamination

by the nuclear source and old stellar population of the main galaxy.

The organization of this dissertation is as follows: In the second chapter we

review the rationale behind the sample selection and the observations that were

taken, as well as the methods of data aquisition and reduction. In the third chapter

we present the morphological analysis of the z =I 3C sample. In the fourth

chapter, we present a detailed analysis of the infrared morphologies of two quiescent

3C galaxies, which appear to be similar to low redshift gE galaxies associated with

powerful radio sources. In the fifth chapter, we discuss examples of detached

aligned morphological components and argue that these are the same phenomenon as

the alignment effect seen in the sample as a whole. In the final chapter we summar

ize the results and discuss promising directions for future research.
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Figure l.l-Effects of adding a linear component to a symmetric host galaxy
with a de Vaucouleurs profile. Each image is IS" square and has been smoothed
with a Gaussian of I" FWHM. The upper panels show composite galaxies in which
the linear component contributes 0%, 20%, and 50% of the total flux in a 4" aper
ture. The lower panels show the effect of adding noise to the 20% simulation. The
noise has similar characteristics to that in our real data.
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CHAPTER 2: OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

In this chapter we review the rationale behind the sample selection and the

observations, as well as the methods of data acquisition and reduction. This disserta

tion primarily involved deep high-resolution imaging at optical and near-infrared

wavelengths of a sample of z ::: 1 3C radio galaxies as well as selected radio galax

ies at higher-redshift. As astronomical targets go, these galaxies are faint (typically

V > 22 and K > 17) and small (a few arcseconds in size. with morphological struc

ture on sub-arcsecond scales). To acquire images of sufficient depth and resolution,

fairly conventional methods of imaging with optical CCO's were employed, as well

as newly developed techniques for deep infrared imaging designed to take advantage

of the recent advances in infrared array technology. During the course of the pro

ject, all of the major optical and infrared telescopes at Mauna Kea Observatories

were used.

2.1 Rationale Behind the Sample Selection

For this project, a subsample of 13 radio galaxies from were selected from

the Laing et al. (1983) revised 3C extragalactic catalog having 0.8 < z < 1.3 and

8 > 55°. The motivations for choosing to use this particular sample were threefold:

First, at these redshifts, radio galaxies begin to display the alignment effect

(McCarthy et al 1987; Chambers et al 1987), yet are still bright enough (V:::22 and

K::: 17) to be imaged in a few hours integration using 2-4 meter class telescopes at
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Mauna Kea, thereby allowing the project to be completed in roughly 10 nights

observing. Second, it is possible to construct a statistically complete subsample of

z=l radio galaxies from the 3C source catalog, which has been completely identified

with redshifts (e.g., Spinrad et aI. 1985). The sample used here is "complete" in the

sense that it is selected purely on the basis of radio luminosity and having been

identified as radio galaxies (as opposed to quasars). One source, 3C 263.1, was later

found out to have been accidentally missed because of an erroneous cataloged red

shift. The third motivation for choosing this sample was that, at the time that this

dissertation was begun, a set of narrow-band optical images had already been

obtained for these 13 objects (Stockton and Lilly 1988).

2.2 Rationale Behind the Proposed Observations

For this sample, we required a set of high-resolution images spanning a range

in rest-frame wavelengths from the UV to near-infrared, including both continua and

emission line data. Lilly and Stockton had already obtained narrow band images

which sampled the rest-frame continua near 4000 A as well as the prominent [011]

')..,3727 emission-line feature. We decided to obtain at least two additional images for

each galaxy in both (1) B or V, corresponding to the rest-frame region near 2500A,

and (2) H or K, corresponding to the rest frame region near 1 Ilm. The exact choice

of filter reflected a desire to sample uniform parts of the restframe continua from

galaxy to galaxy, while minimizing or avoiding contamination by prominent emission

lines such as CII] A2326, [NeIV] ')..,2423, MgII ')..,2798, [NeIll] ')..,3967, [NeIv] ')..,4720,
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romj A5007, Ha A6563, [SIT] AA 6716,6731, [SIll] AA 9069,9531, and [SIV]

A1.52Ilm. These and other emission lines have been detected in the spectra of high

redshift radio galaxies, with equivalent widths comparable to those of Lya and [all]

A3727. The Lya emission and [On] A3727 of high-redshift radio galaxies shows a

tendency to be aligned with the radio axis. These other lines are also expected to

trace the aligned component, and could significantly affect the observed morphology

if present in a continuum bandpass.

2.3 Review of the Observations

The principle broad-band optical and infrared imaging observations used in

this project were made during 1990 at Mauna Kea Observatories. During the course

of the project, state-of-the-art optical CeD cameras and infrared arrays were used at

the UH 2.2 m, the IRTF (3.0 m), UKIRT (3.8 m), and CFHT (3.6 m) facilities. The

details of the observing runs for this sample are reported in Table 2.1 and described

below.

2.3.1 Optical Observations

The optical data for the 13 3C sample objects consists of narrow band images

corresponding to the rest-frame 4000 A region and B and/or V band images

corresponding to the rest-frame 2500 A region.

Most of the narrow band images were obtained prior to the beginning of this

dissertation by Stockton and Lilly (preliminary results reported by Stockton and Lilly
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1989). The observations were made using the Galileo/IFA TI 500x500 CCO system

at the CFHT 3.6 m in July 1986 and at the UH 2.2 m in January 1986, June 1986

and February 1987, and with a TI 800x800 CCO system at the UH 2.2 meter in May

1990. The filters employed were custom designed to give :::: 200 A (rest-frame)

passbands corresponding to the continuum regions just shortward of 3700 A and

longward of 4000 A, as well as a 50 A(rest-frame) passband filter centered on the

[On] ";..3727 emission line.

Additional optical images in the B or V passbands were obtained for most of

the sample with the UH 2.2 m telescope during a run in 1990 March with a TI

800x800 detector at 0.26 arcsec per pixel. For the remaining galaxies, B or V band

images were generously provided by Le Fevre and Hammer (previously published in

Le Fevre, Hammer, & Jones 1988; Le Fevre & Hammer 1988; Hammer & Le Fevre

1990).

2.3.2 Infrared Observations

Twelve of the thirteen sources in the complete 3C z :::: 1 sample, lie within in

an RA range suitable for observing during the spring semester (all except for 3C 65).

The infrared observations for the twelve spring objects were made with the Proto

CAM array at IRTF and the IRCAM array at UKIRT during runs in March 1990.

The program for the two runs included some degree of overlap, which was planned

to allowing a comparison of images of galaxies obtained with two separate

telescope/detector setups in order to provide a test of the validity of the innovative
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methods of infrared data acquisition and reduction. In the case of the ProtoCAM

array, these runs represented the first observations of galaxies as faint as K > 16.

Between the two runs, an attempt was made to quickly reduce the ProtoCAM data

and it was discovered that there were problems in reducing the images of galaxies

with K > 17 (the reasons for which will be discussed in more detail below). For

tunately, we were able to adjust the observing plan for the UKlRT run to incorporate

repeat observations of these problem galaxies, and a complete set of adequate images

was obtained for the 12 spring objects.

The single fall object in the sample, 3C 65, was observed in September 1990

at CFHT using the newly developed UH NICMOS-3 array. Infrared images of other

3C objects having z > 1, including 3C 437 (z =1.480) were also obtained during

this run. The NICMOS-3 data are of superb quality, and prompted a more detailed

analysis of the 3C 65 image than was possible with the ProtoCAM and IRCAM

images (the results of which are described in Chapter 4).

2.4 Methods of Data Acquisition and Reduction

2.4.1 Optical Imaging

The optical data were taken and reduced using conventional methods

developed during the early 1980's for CCD imaging of faint objects. The narrow

band images were originally reduced by Stockton, and then further processed and

analyzed by the author during the course of the dissertation.
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2.4.1.1 The Narrow Band Images

Each narrow-band observation consisted of several exposures between which

the the telescope was offset = 10" in order to reduce the effect of bad pixels and

columns on the data. Dark and bias frames were subtracted from the raw images,

which were then flattened through division of a dome flat. The dome flat was con

structed from exposures of the telescope dome illuminated by a flat-spectrum lamp,

and was generally sufficient to flatten the pixel-to-pixel variations to = 1%, although

in some images, a gradient or fringe pattern was present at a higher level (see

below). The flattened exposures were coregistered using the positions of field

objects. Finally, calibration was achieved through measurements of spectropho

tometric standards from the list of Oke & Gunn (1983)

The images were further refined by the author after the initial processing. In

many cases the background showed residual gradients or "red fringes." The latter

phenomenon is caused by the presence of a strong sky line within the filter bandpass

having a wavelength comparable to the thickness of the CCO. The result is a low

level pattern of concentric or parallel ripples which is not removed by the dome flat.

The variations can affect the appearance and photometric measurements of faint

objects. Where possible, these and other gross cosmetic defects were characterized

and removed through application of a median box filter. A background value was

then determined from the modal value of pixels in the central quarter of the array

and subtracted from the image. After making these final refinements, the relative

quality of the images for each object (consisting of both UH and CFHT data, with
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overlap in some cases) was assessed, and the best images selected to be resampled to

a common scale and orientation, and coregistered using the positions of field objects.

The FWHM of the point-spread function of each image was determined from stellar

field objects. For each galaxy, a set of co-smoothed images, having approximately

the same FWHM, was produced through convolution with a gaussian point-spread

function. In some cases, co-smoothed UH and CFHT images of a galaxy taken in

the same filter were combined to give a deeper image.

The resulting set of images consisted of three images per object: the contin

uum just shortward of the rest-frame 4000 A break feature (SC), the continuum just

longward of the 4000 A break feature (LC), and the [OIl] 1..3727 emission line (NB).

The line image (NB) contains a small continuum contribution which was removed to

produce a line-only image. This was accomplished by subtracting off a 3727 A con

tinuum image (C) comprising a linear combination of the co-smoothed SC and LC

images such that y NB = C = I( SC+(1-1() LC. The two coefficients were optim

ized through a linear regression of the photometric fluxes of field objects measured

within apertures. It was generally found that the best fitting coefficient I( was close

to the value obtained from an interpolation based on the effective wavelengths and

bandpasses of the continuum filters and assuming no spectral curvature. The best

fitting coefficient y, was generally found to be near unity, as is expected for accu

rately calibrated images. For each galaxy, a co-smoothed, coregistered set of three

images was produced: two corresponding to the continua above and below the 4000

A break, and one of pure [OIl] 1..3727 line emission.
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2.4.1.2 Broad Band Imaging

The B and V images were reduced using standard procedures of bias and

dark current subtraction and division by a normalized dome flat. The flattening

method was further refined by the technique of statistical sky-flattening. In broad

band applications the high background flux results in exposures that are sky-noise

dominated within a fairly short exposure time (:::: 10 minutes for optical imaging).

Thus, several short exposures of the object field can be taken between which the

telescope is moved 10-20" in a mosaic pattern, so that each part of the field is sam

pled by different array pixels on each exposure. This provides an improved

identification of cosmetic defects and cosmic ray events, and allows a "sky-flat" to be

constructed from the median of normalized versions of the individual exposures

taken throughout the night. The sky flat represents the array's pixel response to the

sky devoid of objects. The B and V band images were divided by a normalized ver

sion of the sky flat, which reduced the pixel-to-pixel variations in the images to

better than 0.1%. After flattening, a refined background level based on the modal

value of pixels in the center region of the array was subtracted from each of the indi

vidual flattened B and V images. Photometric calibration was achieved through

observations of Landolt (1983) standards. The entire set of B and V band images

was resampled to the common scale and orientation used for the narrow band images

(see above) and coregistered using the positions of field objects. The FWHM of the

point spread function of each image was determined from stellar field objects, so that

later a co-smoothed set of images could be produced for each object.
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2.4.2 Infrared Imaging

The use of newly developed infrared array technology was central to this pro

ject. Infrared arrays first came to Mauna Kea Observatories during the late 1980's,

with the development of the IRCAM 58x62 InSb array at UKIRT (McLean 1987),

and the JPL/SISEX HgCdTe 64x64 array (Capps et al. 1987) allowing near-infrared

images of high-redshift radio galaxies to be obtained for the first time from the sum

mit of Mauna Kea. During the same time period, the early infrared images of high

redshift radio galaxies were being obtained elsewhere (e.g., Chambers, Miley and

Joyce 1988; Djorgovski et al. 1991; Eales & Rawlings 1990; Eisenhardt and Chokshi

1990), which demonstrated the potential of infrared arrays to greatly expand our

understanding these objects. In Spring 1990, at the beginning of this dissertation, the

MKO facilities included two 58x62 InSb array cameras, the IRCAM at UKIRT, and

the newly-developed ProtoCAM at IRTF. These two arrays were used to image all

but one of the 3C z = 1 sample in the Hand/or K bands. By the Fall of 1990, the

UH array had been upgraded to a NICMOS-3 256x256 HgCdTe array (Hodapp, et al

1992) which represented a great improvement over the previous generation arrays

due to its larger size and increased sensitivity. The NICMOS-3 array was used to

image the remaining member of the 3C sample (3C 65) as well as selected objects at

higher redshift.

In order to flatten the infrared data to the level of uniformity required to

image faint objects (i.e., to better than I part in 104) , a method of statistical self

flattening similar to that used in flattening the optical CCD images is employed.
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This method represents a substantial improvement over the traditional method of

chopping to a nearby field: For a given exposure time, one gains a factor of root-two

in signal to noise because the noise in the subtracted sky image is negligible, and an

additional factor of two because the target object is kept within the field of the array

during the entire observation. There are key differences, however, in the infrared

procedure which are necessary because of the relatively high flux and rapid variabil

ity of the infrared background. The high background flux results in broad-band

images that are background-noise-limited within > one minute or less. An observa

tion consists of many short exposures (2-4 minutes), between which the telescope is

moved a small distance (3-10") in a complex, repeating, rectilinear mosaic pattern.

Because of the rapid variation in the background flux (and also because of the neces

sity to repeat the mosaic pattern), it is not feasible to use a large number of the

exposures to construct a single all-purpose sky flat. Rather, a windowing function is

used through the sequence of exposures to generate a corresponding sequence of

individual sky flats. The sky flat for each data frame is constructed by taking the

median of normalized versions of the preceding N frames and following N frames

(excluding the frame being flattened), where the value of N is optimized for each

data set through experimentation. Typically, it was found that a choice for N of

about 6 produced the best results. Using this method, infrared images have been

flattened to have a pixel-to-pixel variation of less than one part in lOS, enabling

objects as faint as K ::: 20 to be imaged.

In detail, the actual reduction algorithms developed for use in this dissertation

are fairly complex, and were modified to take into account basic differences in the
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operational properties of the three arrays used (IRCAM, Proto CAM, and NICMOS

3). The ProtoCAM data was the most difficult to reduce for two reasons: First, it

was discovered during our runs that the "true" flat pattern of the array (i.e., the

pixel-to-pixel variation in quantum efficiency for a given bandpass) was very

different from the background pattern seen in a long (2-4 min) exposure. This is

because of a significant thermal contribution to the background flux from instrumen

tal components in the dewar. In other words, the background seen in any ProtoCAM

exposure has two components, the night sky and emission from the instrument,

whose relative contribution varies throughout the night with changes in sky bright

ness and dewar temperature. A reduction algorithm was developed which is capable

of taking this into account, and was successfully used to flatten and remove the back

ground from ProtoCAM data (this algorithm is described in more detail below). In

principle, the phenomenon of multiple background sources could be present in any

array setup, and thus, in some sense, the basic form of the algorithm developed to

reduce Proto CAM array data represents the most cautious approach to reducing data

from any array. The basic algorithm was also used to successfully reduce the

IRCAM and NICMOS-3 data, which do not suffer from the same problem. In fact,

all three arrays behave differently. The NICMOS-3 (HgCdTe) array has a high-level

flat pattern (:::: 40% variation) similar to that of an optical CCD, while the IRCAM

array is flat to within 1%. The basic reduction algorithm also takes these differences

into account.

The basic algorithm used in the reduction of infrared array data is outlined as

follows. Before processing begins, a bad pixel mask is constructed for a given
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observing run by analyzing images of the dark current and normalized dome flats, in

which ::::3% of the pixels representing the extreme ends of the distribution are

identified. Using this mask, the bad pixels in the raw data cube are replaced with a

"magic number" value which subsequently acts as a flag for special treatment in the

reduction algorithms. The first step in the reduction procedure is to subtract a dark

current image (D) from the masked version of the raw data cube (R). The expo-

sures are then crudely flattened through division of a normalized "crude flat" (Fe)

which can be provided either by a dome flat, or by adding all of the exposures, or by

some similar means. Once crudely flattened, the frames are normalized to a common

modal value (b) through division by a vector (/li)' and each frame further flattened

through division by an individual median sky flat (F/i ») constructed by taking the

median of normalized versions of the N preceding and N following frames. The

flattened frames are then background subtracted and photometrically restored by sub-

tracting off (b), multiplying by (/li)' and multiplying by the cumulative background

pattern (FcFs(i)). Finally, the frames are divided by "true" array flat (Ft == pixel-to-

pixel variation in quantum efficiency response) which is constructed from quick

exposures of the sky at twilight, or by spline fitting a surface to a mosaic pattern of

quick exposures of bright stars. The result is a flattened, background-subtracted

image (/). Algebraically, the algorithm may be written as:

[
R-D ] [/loFF(i)] R-D-bnoFF(i)1= -bx ICS = ICS

/loF F (i) r, r,
I C S

where the third term in the numerator may be simply understood as the image of the
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background (which must be arrived at by roundabout means). After flattening, the

individual exposures are coregistered and co-added. This procedure is capable of

flattening infrared data to the level required to image objects fainter than K > 19.

It was found that coregistering was not always a trivial task. Ideally, the indi

vidual exposures are coregistered using the positions of field objects measured on

expanded images. To accomplish this, it is basically necessary to detect bright field

objects on individual (flattened) short exposures. It was generally trivial to find

several bright objects within the large field of view of the NlCMOS-3 array (> 1'),

but bright field objects were not always available within the field of view of the

IRCAM (:::40"), and were rarely available within the field of view of ProtoCAM

(:::20"). In the case of the UKIRT data, the automated system of offsetting to mosaic

positions and guiding on a star during exposures proved to be extremely accurate, so

that the nominal mosaic pattern could be used to coregister the data. The IRTF was

not equipped with such facilities at the time of the observations and significant drift

in the telescope pointing sometimes occurred during the ::: I hour long observations.

For target objects with K < 17, the object itself was visible in individual exposures,

and could be used to iteratively improve the coregistration by correcting for tele

scope drift. For fainter target objects, it was found that a preliminary coregistration

of neighboring frames based on the nominal mosaic pattern could in some cases

result in a detection of the object, thereby allowing an iterative correction for tele

scope drift. In some cases, however, the images of these fainter objects could not be

coregistered, and they had to be observed again at UKIRT.
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In addition to facilitating the detection of bright field objects, the large format

of the NICMOS-3 array represents a significant advantage over the smaller format

arrays because it allows a larger mosaic spacing, which was discovered to be crucial

in the measurement of the characteristic scale sizes of galaxies. This is because the

minimum pattern spacing determines the largest scale upon which emission from an

extended object can be decoupled from the sky background in the median f1at

fielding process. Any information on larger scales is destroyed, and faint "median

ghosts" are generated in the positions of the offset field objects. The minimum pat

tern spacing used for the IRTF and UKIRT observations was only 3 and 5" respec

tively, which precluded a useful measurement of galactic scale sizes from the data.

But with the NICMOS-3, observations employing a mosaic spacing of 10-20"

became possible for the first time. This opportunity prompted a more refined version

of the basic reduction algorithm described above, designed to minimize the effect of

"median ghosting," while improving the flattening, coregistration accuracy, and the

handling of bad pixels and cosmic ray events.

The improvement relies on an iterative approach to flat-fielding and coregis

tration. The first step is to use the basic algorithm to process and flatten the raw

data cube. The frames are then coregistered to nearest-pixel accuracy and co-added,

with cosmic ray events clipped, to produce a preliminary image from which an

object mask is made by masking pixels above some value (typically chosen to be 2

or 3 0-). The coregistration vector is used in conjunction with the raw data cube to

produce a "filtered" raw data cube in which magic number value in each bad pixel

has been replaced by the median value of the pixels in the other frames throughout
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the cube corresponding to that position in the sky. The object mask is used to pro

duce a version of the filtered raw data cube in which the objects have been masked

to the magic number value. The flattening procedure is then repeated from scratch,

but this time using the object-masked and filtered raw data cube to produce median

sky flats, which are used to flatten the filtered raw data cube. The individual frames

are then expanded and coregistered to sub-pixel accuracy, producing a "second itera

tion" image that is free of the median ghosting effect. The process can be iterated

multiple times, if desired, each time using the results of the previous iteration to pro

duce an improved object mask, a more accurate coregistration vector, and an

improved identification of bad pixels and cosmic rays. In practice, it was deemed

unnecessary to go beyond a third iteration with the NICMOS-3 data.

The infrared images were photometrically calibrated through observations of

standards from the list of Elias et al. (1982).

2.5 Combining and Displaying the Data

The set of images for each galaxy were oriented to within a degree of NSEW

(with north = top and east =left) and rescaled to a common plate scale of 0.200" per

pixel, and coregistered using the position of field objects. Where possible, the point

spread function of each image was determined from stellar objects in the field.

Where no field objects were available, the point-spread function was estimated from

short observations of standard stars taken on either side of the observations. The

co-smoothing was accomplished by convolving the images with a Gaussian point-
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spread function. For each galaxy, the set of co-smoothed images was used whenever

the analysis called for making photometric measurements or for constructing an alge

braic combination of images.

The calibrated set of optical and infrared images were corrected for galactic

reddening using the EB- V maps of Burstein & Heiles (1982). The final images were

put in the AB magnitude system, such that AB =-48.60 - 2.510gf v' where f v ==

flux density in c.g.s. units. The magnitudes for objects referred to throughout this

dissertation are generally given in AB mags. The AB magnitudes in the standard B,

V, H or K bands may be transformed back to the standard a Lyrae photometric sys

tem by addition of the following constants: 0.17, 0.00, -1.43, and -1.91 for B, V, H,

and K, respectively.

Throughout this dissertation, the multi-wavelength set of images for a galaxy

are generally presented as montages of 15"xI5" fields centered on the peak of the

infrared emission. The contours are plotted at logarithmic intervals of surface bright

ness (at a factor of 1.41, so that two contours correspond to a factor of two in sur

face brightness). This results in fewer contours than are displayed on linear plots,

but allows a greater dynamic range to be presented, so that relative colors and mag

nitudes of different components can be most easily seen. Each plot typically

includes the value of the lowest surface brightness contour (in AB mags per square

arcsecond), as well as a hatched circle indicating the FWHM of the point-spread

function.
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Table 2.1: Logof Observations

3CR Filter 'A.o(A) UTDate Telescope Device Exposure(s) PSF(")

65 V 1987 IUD 19 CFHT RCA2 1200 1.1
SC 7515 1987 Feb 3 UH88 TI 1800 1.9
[Om 8115 1987 Feb 3 UH88 TI 3600 1.9
LC 8784 1987 Feb 4 UH88 TI 3600 1.9
H 1990 Sep 2 CFHT NICMOS 4800 0.9

217 B 1990 May 20,21 UH88 NSFI 8400 1.3
SC 6535 1987 Feb 3 UH88 TI 1800 1.6
[Om 7078 1987 Feb 3 UH88 TI 3600 1.6
LC 8300 1987 Feb 3 UH88 TI 3600 1.6
K 1990 Mar25 IRTF PCAM 6960 1.0
K 1990 Mar 31 UKIRT IRCAM 7800 1.3

226 B 1990 May 22 UH88 NSFI 600 1.0
SC 6535 1987 Feb 4 UH88 TI 1800 1.2
[Om 6800 1987 Feb 4 UH88 TI 3600 1.4
LC 7515 1987 Feb 4 UH88 TI 3000 1.5
K 1990 Mar23 IRTF PCAM 2400 1.1

252 V 1988 Ia..'1 21 CFHT RCA2 420 0.6
SC 7515 1987 Feb 3 UH88 TI 1800 1.1
[Om 7851 1987 Feb 3 UH88 TI 3600 1.1
LC 8784 1987 Feb 3 UH88 TI 4200 1.1
H 1990 Mar 31 UKIRT IRCAM 5400 1.3

265 V 1988 Ian 21 CFHT RCA2 4800 1.1
SC 6535 1986 IUD 6 0088 TI 1200 1.1
[Om 6750 1986 100 6 0088 TI 3600 1.1
LC 7531 1986 IUD 6 UH88 TI 1200 1.1
K 1990 Apr 1 UKIRT IRCAM 2640 1.1

266 V 1988 Ian 20 CFHT RCA2 3600 0.6
SC 7531 1986 IUD 5 UH88 TI 1200 1.3
[Om 8479 1986 IUD 5 UH88 TI 3600 1.2
LC 9100 1990 May 22 UH88 NSFl 7200 1.3
H 1990 Mar 31 UKIRT IRCAM 4860 1.0

267 V 1990 May 21 UH88 NSFI 3600 1.1
SC 7531 1986 IUD 7 UH88 TI 1800 1.1
[Om 7955 1986 100 7 UH88 TI 3600 1.1
LC 8784 1986 IUD 7 UH88 TI 1800 1.1
H 1990 Mar25 IRTF PCAM 8640 1.1
H 1990 Apr 1 UKIRT IRCAM 5400 1.2
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Table 2.1: Log of Observations (continued)

3CR Filter A.o(A) UTDate Telescope Device Exposure(s) PSF(")

280 B 1990 May 19,20 UH88 NSF1 10,800 1.0
SC 6535 1986 Ju12 CFHT TI 960 1.0
[Oll] 7445 1986 Jul2 CFHT TI 1800 1.0
LC 8295 1986 Jul2 CFHT TI 1800 1.0
K 1990 Apr 1 UKIRT IRCAM 3600 1.0

289 B 1990 May 19,20 UH88 NSFI 12,000 1.6
SC 6535 1986 Ju13 CFHT TI 1800 1.1
[OIl] 7338 1986 Ju13 CFHT TI 1200 1.1
LC 8295 1986 Ju13 CFHT TI 1800 1.1
K 1990 Mar 27 IRTF PCAM 2400 1.2

324 V 1990 May 21 UH88 NSFI 4200 0.7
SC 7531 1986 Ju14 CFHT TI 1800 1.1
[Oll] 8231 1986 Ju14 CFHT TI 1800 1.0
LC 8784 1986 Jul4 CFHT TI 2700 1.1
H 1990 Apr 1 UKIRT IRCAM 6720 1.3

352 B 1990 May 19,20 UH88 NSFI 10,800 1.2
SC 6535 1986 Jon 6 UH88 TI 1800 1.5
[Oll] 6750 1986 Jon 6 UH88 TI 3600 1.6
LC 7531 1986 Jon 6 UH88 TI 2400 1.7
K 1990 Mar 25 IRTF PCAM 7440 1.1

356 B 1987 May 30 CFHT RCA2 1200 1.3
SC 7531 1986 Jun 5 UH88 TI 2400 1.3
[Oll] 7755 1986 Jun 5 UH88 TI 3600 1.3
LC 8784 1986 Ju14 UH88 TI 2700 1.3
K 1990 Mar 27 IRTF PCAM 5040 1.3

368 B 1987 Jun 19 CFHT RCA2 2400 1.0
SC 7531 1986 Ju12 CFHT TI 1800 1.0
[011] 7955 1986 Ju12 CFHT TI 1800 1.2
LC 8784 1986 Ju12 CFHT TI 2400 1.2
H 1990 Mar 31 UIGRT !RCAM 4200 1.3
K 1990 Mar 27 UKIRT IRCAM 4560 1.3
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CHAPTER 3: INFRARED AND OPTICAL MORPHOLOGIES

OF z = 1 RADIO GALAXIES

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we describe the results of a study undertaken to examine the

optical and infrared morphologies of distant radio galaxies in a systematic way. We

have used a homogeneous set of optical and infrared line and continuum images of a

well-defined sample of 13 3C radio galaxies with 0.8 < z < 1.3 that should be

unbiased with respect to the properties of powerful radio galaxies as found in the 3C

catalog at z ::::: 1. Furthermore, we have attempted to carry out a quantitative and

objective analysis of the morphologies of these galaxies as a function of wavelength

in order to constrain the spectral energy distributions of the various morphological

components and, in particular, to determine the contribution in the infrared of the

"aligned" component that dominates at short wavelengths (see, e.g. Figure l.l). We

find that the observations generally provide strong support for the basic old galaxy

interpretation of high-redshift radio galaxies.

The material presented in this chapter was originally published in the Astro

physical Journal under the title "Infrared and Optical Morphologies of Distant Radio

Galaxies" (Rigler, M.A., Lilly, SJ., Stockton, A., Hammer, F., Le Fevre, O. 1991,

ApJ, 385, 61). The organization of this chapter closely follows that of the paper: In

the next section we briefly describe the sample, review the observations and the

method of displaying the data (note that these topics have been covered in greater
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detail in Chapters 1 and 2). We then present a qualitative overview of the multicolor

data, drawing attention to the basic features which are explored later in the chapter.

Next we develop and apply quantitative measures of the morphology at optical and

infrared wavelengths, and argue that the morphologies of individual objects are con

sistent with the old galaxy interpretation of these objects. We then turn to examine

the global correlations between various radio galaxy properties that we could expect

to find within the sample. Finally, we summarize the chapter. An appendix at the

end of the chapter describes significant developments concerning the radio galaxy 3C

267, based on data obtained after the paper went to press, which essentially eliminate

the original confusion regarding this object. Where required to calculate sizes and

luminosities, we have assumed a Hubble constant of Ho =50 km s-l Mpc s-l and

qo =0.5.

3.2 The Images

The 13 radio galaxies observed here are selected from the complete 3C sam

ple of Laing, Riley & Longair (1983) updated with new redshifts from Spinrad et al.

(1985). The radio galaxies were required to have 0.8 < z < 1.3, () < 55°, and

Ibl > 15°. The data set for each galaxy includes (1) a B or V-band image

corresponding to a rest wavelength of about 2500 A, (2) a line-only [011] ').,3727

image, (3) two intermediate-band (200A) images be located at around 4200 and 3500

A in the rest frame, and (4) an H or K-band image corresponding to a rest

wavelength of about 1 Ilm.
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Primary photometric and morphological analysis was carried out on 15" x 15"

subimages extracted from both the unsmoothed and the co-smoothed images and cen

tered on the peak of the infrared emission. Montages of the unsmoothed images in

each wave band for each radio galaxy are shown in Figures 3.1a-m (except for 3C

265, where the images are 30" to a side to accommodate the very large-scale

extended structure). These have been plotted with contours at logarithmic intervals

of surface brightness (at a factor of 1.41, so that two contours represent a factor of 2

in surface brightness). It should be noted that this results in rather fewer contours

than are typically represented on linear plots, but has the advantage that the relative

colors and magnitudes of different components can be most easily seen. The level of

the lowest contour on each plot is indicated in AB magnitudes per square arcsecond.

Those images of the radio galaxies that have equal numbers of contours thus

have comparable dynamic range. The images show that, by and large, the goal of

having roughly equal dynamic range in all wave bands for a given galaxy was

achieved. However, the capabilities of infrared imaging on very red, quiescent

objects at high redshifts is well demonstrated by our superb H -band image of 3C 65,

which is far superior to our optical data.

Aperture magnitudes on the AB system measured through a circular 4" aper

ture are listed in Table 2, together with the Galactic latitude and assumed EB- V

usually very small. It should be noted that these are in no way meant to be "total"

magnitudes, and are mainly intended to serve as the basis of the construction of

spectral energy distributions over a wide baseline in wavelength. The use of isopho

tal magnitudes or of schemes whereby the aperture is tailored to the morphology of
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individual objects would have defeated the purpose of this investigation. These mag

nitudes have been corrected for Galactic reddening using the EB - V maps of Burstein

& Heiles (1982). The AB magnitudes in the standard B, V, H, or K bands may be

transformed back to the standard a Lyrae photometric system by the addition of the

following constants: 0.17, 0.00, -1.43, and -1.91 for B, V, H, or K, respectively.

Good agreement was found between the new infrared measurements and the

single-element aperture photometry of Lilly & Longair (1984). We have constructed

synthetic aperture magnitudes from the two-dimensional infrared data through the

same apertures used by Lilly & Longair (1984) and have compared these with the

Lilly & Longair values in Figure 3.2. The rms magnitude difference is 0.26 mag,

consistent with the statistical uncertainties, which are typically 20% for each data set.

The uncertainty in the array magnitudes in these large synthetic apertures is dom

inated by uncertainty in the determination of the background level.

3.3 Qualitative Overview of the Morphologies

Visual inspection of the images in Figure 3.1 suggests that the infrared

images are generally more compact and symmetric about the peak in the surface

brightness distribution. Some of the infrared images appear almost completely round

despite striking elongations at shorter wavelengths, and, given the number of con

tours in each image, it is evident that this is not simply a dynamic range effect. A

particularly good example of this is given by 3C 352 (see Figure 3.1k). On the other

hand, several objects do appear to be elongated in the infrared along the axes defined
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by the shorter wavelength light. Examples of these include 3C 267, 3C 280, and 3C

324, as well as the well-studied 3C 368 (see also Chambers et a1. 1988a; Djorgovski

et a1. 1991). Nevertheless, even in these objects, the infrared emission generally

appears to be more centrally concentrated, consistent with the idea that the elongated

component is simply the "tail" of the component that dominates at shorter

wavelengths. For instance, careful study of 3C 324, which appears to show a con

vincing case of alignment, reveals that the peak of emission shifts between the opti

cal and infrared images: the red western component is brightest at K, and the much

bluer eastern component is brightest at B .

Finally, many objects show evidence of companions or extensions in the

infrared in directions well away from the radio source axis. These are also visible in

the longer wavelength optical continuum images around 4000 A, but are fainter or

have disappeared in the rest-frame 2500 A and [On] 'A3727 images. We believe that

these extensions and condensations represent early-type galaxy companions to the

radio galaxies that have probably triggered the radio activity in a close encounter.

Good examples of this phenomenon, which we discuss in more detail below, are

given by 3C 265, 3C 266, and 3C 280.

3.4 Quantitative Morphological Analysis

A main motivation for this study was the desire to go beyond a simple quali

tative description of the images and obtain quantitative measurements of the mor-
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phology of the radio galaxies in order to provide a crude determination of the rela

tive contributions of distinct morphological components in each wave band.

3.4.1 A Quantitative Measure of Asymmetry

It is straightforward to define a centroid, position angle and ellipticity for

each image from a combination of the zeroth-, first-, and second-order moments L~,

Ix~, LY~, Ixy~, Ix2~, and Ly2~, where ~ is the sky-subtracted surface brightness

distribution of the image. These summations were carried out over a circular aper

ture 4" in diameter for all the images, and the derived quantities are listed in Table

3, together with the FWHM to which the images were co-smoothed. The choice of

4" diameter for the aperture used in deriving these parameters represents a trade-off

between the desire to include as much as possible of the galaxy light and the

increased noise and greater chance of contamination by unrelated objects. The

analysis was repeated with a 6" diameter aperture, but this produced no substantial

difference in the results. At these redshifts, a diameter of 4" corresponds to roughly

the standard sampling radius y (19.2 kpc radius) introduced by Gunn & Oke (1975)

for gE galaxies. In only one case, 3C 265, is the extended structure outside the 4"

aperture oriented significantly differently. It should also be noted that the 3C 356

system consists of a pair of objects separated by 4'.'5 along the radio axis (see

below). We have listed in Table 3 the radio source position angle (measured east

from north) as determined from published 5 GHz radio maps (Jenkins, Pooley, &

Riley 1977 and references therein; Pedelty et al. 1989) by simply constructing a line
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connecting the two radio lobes. The optical/infrared P.A. information is given rela

tive to the radio in the sense M.A. =P.A. (optical) - P.A. (radio). In this initial

analysis, no attempt was made to remove nearby objects from the optical and

infrared images unless they were clearly unrelated to the radio galaxy, as is the case

with the bright star near 3C 352.

Describing these objects by a single moment parameter clearly does not do

justice to their often complex morphologies. Nevertheless, we believe that it offers

the best possibility for the objective assessment of the relative contributions of

different morphological components at different wavelengths. As an example of pos

sible limitations in this approach, we note that the V -band images of 3C 65 and 3C

266 have identical ellipticities (on their respective "co-smoothed" images) but quite

distinct morphologies (on the unsmoothed images of Figure 3.1). This arises because

of the heavy smoothing applied to the 3C 65 images which has brought the compan

ion into the edge of the aperture used to determine the moment parameters, where it

has a large effect on the second moment.

The ellipticity of the images as a function of the difference in position angle

with respect to that of the radio axis, I~P.A. ~ has been plotted for all the galaxies in

the sample in Figure 3.3 in the [On] 'A3727 image, in the roughly 2500 A continuum

band (observed in B or V), and in the roughly I urn continuum band (observed in H

or K). The "alignment effect" of McCarthy et al. (1987) and Chambers et aI. (1987)

is clearly visible in the [On] 'A3727 and 2500 A panels of this figure. Essentially all

of the radio galaxies have position angles at these wavelengths that are within 40° of

the radio source axis, with many within 20°. The sole exception is the [On] 'A,3727
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image of 3C 265, which, as remarked above, shows a much closer alignment on

scales outside the 4" aperture (see Figure 3.1). There is clearly also a trend for the

most elongated images to be the most closely aligned with the radio axis. In con

trast, the position angles determined in an identical way from the infrared images

show a wide spread with regards to the radio source axis and no tendency for the

more elongated images to be most preferentially aligned. In the infrared wave band

there is therefore little if any of the global "alignment effect" so strongly shown by

the optical images, at least in this well-defined sample at 0.8 < z < 1.3. Examina

tion of those infrared images which are elongated but misaligned with respect to the

radio axis shows that the high values of the ellipticity parameter are generally pro

duced by small, rather red, companion galaxies located within or on the edge of the

4" aperture. Inspection of these images shows that the main galaxy component

either is round or is weakly elongated along the axis defined by the radio source and

optical emission. We explore the nature of these companions more extensively

below.

In order to quantify the degree of asymmetry in our images, we have used

additional moment parameters. The following considerations guided our choice: (a)

the aligned components are usually confined to within a few arcseconds of the nomi

nal center of the galaxy-this being the most true in the case of those components

which are most demonstrably elongated and which hence cannot be dynamically old;

(b) we wanted parameters that would be as insensitive as possible to errors in the

PSF used in the co-smoothing operation and to errors in the determination of the sky

background level.
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We therefore defined a quadrupole alignment moment, S = L(x,2 - y,2)IlILIl.

In this summation, x' and y' are transformed coordinates such that the x' is some

"preferred" axis, and the y' axis is perpendicular to it. As before, the summation

was carried out over a 4" diameter circular aperture centered on the peak of the

infrared image. We also defined a second parameter, T = L( Ix' I - IY' I)IlILIl,

which weights the outer parts of the images less heavily, but found no significant

differences in our analysis when we employed this parameter. The remainder of our

discussion is based on the S -parameter.

The parameter S is clearly zero for any circularly symmetric image and zero

for an image aligned at 45° to the preferred axis, positive for an image aligned along

the preferred axis, and negative for an image aligned orthogonally to this direction;.

If an image is composed of two components A and B which individually have S

values of SA and S8 then it is easy to show that the wavelength-dependent value of

SeA) for the composite image is simply given by S(A) =fA (A)SA +[I-fA (A)]S8'

where fA (A) is the fraction of the total light (within the aperture) that is contributed

by the A component. Of particular interest is the case where A is a strongly aligned

component whose position angle defines the preferred axis, and B is a circularly

symmetric component. In this case, S8 =0, so that S(A) =fA (A)SA .

In analyzing our images, we have arbitrarily taken the shortest wavelength

continuum image (at approximately 2500 A in the rest frame) to define an "active"

component and have determined the position angle of the preferred axis and the

value of SA from this image. Choice of the [OIl] A3727 image as the defining image
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for SA did not make much difference to the overall results, reflecting the fact that the

2500 A and [OIl] 'A3727 images are usually similar. We have assumed that the only

other component present is a circularly symmetric component, taken to have Sa = O.

For each of the remaining images, we can therefore determine the relative contribu

tions of these two morphological components by measuring S ('A) and thus determin

ing FA ('A) =S('A)/SA' It should be stressed that this simple morphological decompo

sition may have no physical basis. It is used to estimate the fraction of the light in

the long-wavelength images (i.e., the infrared H or K images) that must come from a

symmetric or at least un-aligned component assuming that the asymmetric com

ponent has the aligned morphology defined by the shortest wavelength image. As

discussed above, this provides the most straightforward test of the idea that the K

band light is dominated by a mature relaxed galaxy, since as one moves to longer

wavelengths the value of S ('A) should progressively decrease toward zero. Clearly, if

the short-wavelength images themselves contain a significant contribution from the

symmetric component, then the contribution of this component at longer wavelengths

will also have been correspondingly underestimated.

Once fA ('A) and the overall spectral energy distribution within the aperture is

determined for a given galaxy as a function of wavelength, it is straightforward to

produce spectral energy distributions for the aligned and symmetric components

separately, as defined by the moment analysis. It should be stressed again that these

may not be physically meaningful: in particular, our method of analysis sets the flux

density of the symmetric component to zero at the shortest wavelengths. However,
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these curves will serve to illustrate how the aligned parts of the galaxies are bluer

than the central symmetric parts.

The individual measurements of SA and S (A) are of course dependent on the

point-spread function, being smaller for more highly smoothed images. However,

provided that the seeing is the same for all the images of a particular galaxy, as we

have attempted to ensure through the co-smoothing operation, the ratio, fA, should

be unaffected. This has been verified using different smoothings of the two

component model galaxies discussed in section 1. The value of SA for the linear

component in the model varies as (30.4, 24.8, 21.0, 19.1) for seeing of (OS', 1.0",

105",2.0"), but the corresponding values of fA are almost constant at (0.206, 0.200,

0.197, 0.196). If an error in the co-smoothing process resulted in a discrepancy of

20% in the effective seeing for the different images, this would, however, translate to

an error of 10% in the value of fA.

We have estimated the statistical uncertainties in the derived values of fA (A)

in two ways. First, we have constructed a suite of simulated galaxies using the de

Vaucouleurs galaxy model with a linear active component that was describe in sec

tion 1 with fA = 0.2. To these we have added noise with the approximate charac

teristics of the noise encountered in our actual images (see selected examples in Fig

ure 1.1, lower panel). From the simulated data, we find an rms error in fA of 0.1,

and find that this is largely independent of the amount of smoothing applied to the

image (over the range OS' to 2.0"). Second, we have examined the moment param

eters derived from multiple images that are available for some objects, and find that
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these agree to within about 0.1 in fA' For simplicity we take 0.1 as a reasonable

estimate of the uncertainty of fA' In passing, the uncertainty in the position-angle

determination of the fA =0.2 model (representative of our infrared data) was 5° for

1" seeing and about 10° for 2" seeing, but would be larger for objects with and even

smaller contribution from the aligned component. This may account for some of the

spread of P.A. measurements in the infrared seen in Figure 3.3, but we suspect that

the dominant effect is that of nearby companions at "random" relative P.A.

The morphological decomposition obviously works best for (a) those objects

that are most elongated and "aligned" so that SA is large and small random errors do

not dominate the change of morphology with wavelength, and (b) those which do not

have bright nearby companions that may distort the S (A,) values as a function of

wavelength if the radio galaxy and companion have different spectral energy distri

butions. We have carried out this morphological decomposition analysis for 3C 65,

3C 265, 3C 280, 3C 324, and 3C 352. The values of S (A,) and FA (A,) as a function

of wavelength for these five galaxies are listed in Table 4, and the resulting two

component spectral energy distributions are shown in Figures 3.4a-e. The remaining

galaxies are less suited to this detailed individual analysis, usually because a bright

infrared companion is producing an orthogonal alignment in the infrared and hence

formally a negative value of fA (A,), or because the images are almost round in all

wave bands, so that the small uncertainties dominate the variation in fA (A,).

These spectral energy distributions (SEDs) clearly demonstrate that in these

objects, a substantial symmetric component must be added to the short-wavelength
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images in order to match the observed morphologies in the infrared. This is of

course exactly the result expected from the model in which all of these galaxies,

regardless of their overall color, contain a mature massive galaxy that dominates the

light at infrared wavelengths. For the five galaxies for which this detailed analysis

was possible, the average contribution of the asymmetric "aligned" component to the

infrared light is about 8%.

Mindful of the arbitrary and nonunique nature of the morphological decompo

sition, the SEDs in Figure 3.4 suggest that the active "aligned" component has a

spectral energy distribution that is usually roughly flat, f v =kYO to kv-1, over the

2500 A to 1 J.lm interval, and suggest that the symmetric components may have a

spectral energy distribution that is broadly similar to those of present-day gE galax

ies. In order to aid the eye, we have sketched in by hand a smooth curve to

represent the SED of the aligned component. A more sophisticated approach is not

warranted, on account of the crudity of the morphological analysis. We note in pass

ing that several objects (most notably 3C 280 and 3C 324) exhibit a tum-down in the

overall SED. A broadly flat SED in f v is consistent with both a young starburst

(e.g., Bruzual 1983) and the scattered light from an anisotropically emitting quasar

nucleus.

On a more speculative note, we notice that the reddest "aligned" component

in Figure 3.4 is that of 3C 352, which has a conspicuous misalignment with respect

to the radio axis in Figure 3.1. If star formation is responsible for the blue aligned

component, this could reflect an aging effect as the jet processes to new orientations.

This idea receives some support from the fact that the other radio galaxies appear to
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have infrared extensions at slightly different P.A.s to the far-ultraviolet light (e.g., 3C

267, 3C 280, and 3C 324).

The effects of companions, etc., that led us not to analyze the remaining eight

objects individually should, however, cancel out within the sample as a whole. We

have therefore plotted in Figure 3.5 the values of SA (defined as before from the

shortest wavelength image) and S for the infrared image for all the galaxies in the

sample. It maybe seen that, as expected, S (A) in the infrared is generally much

smaller than SA' Taking a simple average, it is found that <S (11lJn» =0.20<SA >.

The mean may be largely affected by extreme objects like 3C 368 (which may itself

be contaminated by an M star-see below) and 3C 266 (which has a large red com

panion located orthogonally to the radio axis), so we have calculated the ratio of

medians. It is lower, at 0.08.

We conclude that in essentially all objects, the infrared alignments that are

seen in this sample are consistent with being produced by the long-wavelength tail of

the aligned component (with a roughly flat spectral energy distribution) that dom

inates at shorter wavelengths. We turn now to examine in detail those objects which

show the strongest apparent alignments on Figure 3.5, with S (A) at 1 /lm comparable

to SA at 2500 A on Figure 3.5. Principle among these are 3C 217, 3C 267, and the

well-known case of 3C 368 observed by Chambers et al. (1988a) and Djorgovski et

al. (1991). We review these cases in turn, along with 3C 356, which has been dis

cussed both by Eales & Rawlings (1990) and by Eisenhardt & Chokshi (1990).
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3.4.1.1 The Galaxy 3C 217

The galaxy 3C 217 is an extremely active object. It has the second bluest

2500 A to 1 /-lm color and the highest equivalent width of [all] A. 3727 in our sam

ple. Its overall color is as blue as that of an Irr galaxy. The 2500 A and [all] A.

3727 images are similar and show an elongated "football-shaped" structure sym

metric about the peak and aligned at approximately 25° from the radio axis of this

asymmetric and rather distorted double. Given the very blue color, a substantial con

tamination from the ultraviolet component would have been expected in the infrared.

In fact, examination of the infrared (equal to the moment at 2500 A) is actually

caused by a secondary peak located at the same position angle but slightly beyond

the extent of the ultraviolet images (this component is seen in the 4100 A image, so

is definitely real). Within the area of the ultraviolet "football," the infrared image is

actually quite symmetric.

It is tempting to identify this secondary red peak as a companion object, par

ticularly since the alignment with the radio axis is not particularly good. The peak is

about the same distance from the nucleus as the hot spot, but at about 30° relative

position angle (a displacement of 2.4") from it. As mentioned above and discussed

in more detail below, we find many similar red companion candidates in other

objects with a wide range of position angles.

In short, we believe that the multicolor morphology of 3C 2I7 is consistent

with the two-component old galaxy interpretation, despite the apparent similarity of

the moment parameters as determined in the optical and in the infrared.
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3.4.1.2 The Galaxy 3C 267

Originally, the object 3C 267 was the most problematic in our sample. It is

the faintest object in the infrared and one of the faintest in the optical. Our original

data in all wave bands were thus of lower quality than for the other objects in the

sample. Its own faintness in the infrared and the lack of any brighter objects nearby

precluded our usual checks of the coregistration process, which led to difficulties in

interpreting the optical and infrared morphologies. After the paper went to press, a

superior infrared image was obtained by the author using the UH/NICMOS-3 array

at the UH 2.2 m telescope. The new image, which clears up the confusion, is

presented in the appendix to this chapter.

3.4.1.3 The Galaxy 3C 368

The object 3C 368 was the first high-redshift radio galaxy to be imaged in the

infrared (Chambers et al. 1988a), and the "infrared alignment" seen in this object

stimulated much of the theoretical work discussed in Section 1, on the expectation

that this was a typical object. In fact, 3C 368 is extreme in its color (it is the bluest

in the sample) and [OIl] A 3727 line strength. It also provides the most striking

example of the alignment effect at optical wavelengths, and some degree of align

ment in the infrared is consequently not unexpected. An improved infrared image

has been published by Djorgovski et al. (1991). A polarization map at optical

wavelengths has recently been published by Scarrot et al. (1990).
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It is by now clear that 3C 368 is actually a considerably more complex sys

tem that the other radio galaxies in the sample. Hammer et al. (1991) have sug

gested that the brightest component is a foreground object and have tentatively

identified this as a Galactic M star on the basis of optical spectroscopy at high spa

tial resolution. Analysis of the present multicolor data supports this idea in the fol

lowing way.

In describing the components of 3C 368 (see Figure 3.6), we follow as much

as possible the nomenclature of Hammer et al. (1991), making reference also to that

of Djorgovski et al. (1991). The small-aperture colors of various components of the

3C 368 system were measured from the co-smoothed images. Aperture colors in a

1" aperture were measured for the bright central component, "a," for two locations at

the local peaks in the rest-frame 2500 A and [On] A. 3727 images found to the north

and south (lib" and "c"), and for a point midway between "a" and "b," which we

have called "G." Our "G" position is thus slightly to the north of the central peak in

[On] A. 3727 (i.e., component "e'' of Hammer et al. 1991), which is probably

identified with the radio core component. We have also measured the colors through

2" apertures of other objects in the field, including the faint star "comp" (again fol

lowing Hammer et al. 1991), which is 6" south of "a," and the objects "T" and "R"

(the latter following Djorgovski et al. 1991), which lie 2" northeast and 3" north,

respectively, of "b." Our "a" component is Djorgovski et al. 's (1991) "Q"; our "b" is

their "A"; and our "G" must be close to their "K."

These colors have been plotted on a two-color (B -I)AB 1(1 -K )AB diagram

(Figure 3.7), converting the "long continuum" image to the I band and applying
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reddening corrections to all objects. Because of the very long baseline in

wavelength, this diagram is a powerful discriminant between Galactic stars and com

posite stellar systems, especially when the latter lie at high redshifts (see, e.g., Cowie

et al. 1990). The figure shows a locus of Galactic stars, of power-law continua, and

of lrr, Sbc, and E galaxies at redshifts 0.0 < Z < 2.0. Most of the objects in the field

are Galactic stars, and they lie close to the expected track in this diagram. From its

location on the diagram, the unrelated southern object "comp" is almost certainly a

K7-Ml Galactic star, as was suggested from spectroscopic data by Hammer et al.

(1991).

Of the components of the 3C 368 system itself, the northern and southern

components ("b" and "c") and the central location ("G") have the colors of blue stel

lar systems at high redshifts (z > 1). Components "b" and "c" have a flat spectral

energy distribution between B and I and a gentle rise up to K. This is the signature

of an extremely young starburst population (see, e.g., Bruzual 1983). The central

component "G" is redder, more like an lrr galaxy at this redshift. The northernmost

component "R" is also likely to be a stellar system at z = 1.1. It is significantly

redder than the main components "b," "C," and "g," and appears to have the colors of

an Sbc galaxy. In marked contrast to these components, the bright central component

"a" (and also the fainter northeastern object "T") lie squarely on the "stellar" locus of

the M star "comp." Some admixture from an underlying high-redshift component,

presumably with colors similar to those of "G," has probably pulled the position of

this component down a little on the figure. It should be noted that "a" does not have

a power-law spectral energy distribution. Djorgovski et al. (1991) associated this
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component (their "Q") with the radio core and identified it as an obscured quasar

nucleus.

We take this analysis to provide important support for the identification of the

brightest component "a" in the 3C 368 system as a foreground Galactic star. This

will make the underlying galaxy somewhat bluer in (B-K). Note, however, that

even in this extremely blue object, the central regions (i.e., "G") appear to be redder

than the outermost parts "b" and "c," as expected from the old galaxy hypothesis and

as found in the other objects in the sample.

We have estimated the contribution of the central star to the overall spectral

energy distribution of 3C 368 as follows. The ratio of the peak surface brightnesses

of component "a" and star "comp" is 3.0 in Hand 3.3 in K, with the difference prob

ably reflecting the greater contribution of the underlying galaxy in K (see Figure

3.6). We can thus take 3.0 times the flux of the star in Hand K [thus assuming that

the contaminating star has the same (H -K) color as the star "comp"-a reasonable

assumption within the accuracy of this exercise, since (H -K) changes little with

spectral type] as upper limits to the contribution of the interloping star in 3C 368.

The star has KAB = 21.1 in a 4" aperture. This causes the K-magnitude of the real

3C 368 to become 0.75 mag fainter. If we, less justifiably, assume that the spectral

energy distributions of the two stars are the same down to B, then we can estimate

the contamination over the whole wavelength range. We find a contamination of

50% at K, 75% at I, and 17% in B. The (B-K)AB color of the galaxy changes from

1.4 to 0.84. Henceforth we will use both the raw and "decontaminated" colors in the

discussion to follow.
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Clearly the infrared image of 3C 368 is aligned with the radio and optical

axes even if the foreground star is removed. However, within the context of the old

galaxy hypothesis, this object is so blue (regardless of whether the original or

corrected colors are used) that the aligned component may completely swamp the

underlying old component and an arbitrarily large amount of infrared alignment is

"acceptable." We noted above, however, that the central regions "G" do appear to be

redder than the outer parts "b" and "c," even in this extreme object.

3.4.1.4 The Galaxy 3C 356

The situation with 3C 356 is confusing. Two comparably bright objects lie

on the radio axis. The object is thus unique within our sample. There is disagree

ment in the literature as to the location of the active nucleus: Eisenhardt & Chokshi

(1990) considered the northern object to be the radio galaxy host and quoted the

position of a central radio core (R.A. Laing 1990, private communication) to support

this identification. In contrast, Eales & Rawlings (1990) also quoted a private com

munication from Laing of a core component co-located with the southern object. We

have taken the northern object to be the radio galaxy on account of its higher ioniza

tion spectrum.

Our infrared image is similar to that of Eisenhardt & Chokshi (1990). The

northern object is compact and almost unresolved. The southern object is more

extended and diffuse. While aligned along the radio axis with respect to the northern
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object, it is itself slightly elongated along a roughly perpendicular direction in the

infrared (see Figure 3.1).

Our view on 3C 356 is that while both components unarguably lie on the

radio axis, neither shows evidence in the infrared for elongation along that axis.

Individually, therefore, neigher shows evidence for infrared light that must come

from a dynamically young component, and hence both could be composed of old

stars. Our guess is that the southern component may be a companion galaxy that has

wandered into the jet path.

We conclude that all of the radio galaxies in the sample have individual mor

phologies at infrared wavelengths that are fully consistent with the idea that the light

is dominated by a symmetric component, which plausibly has a spectral energy dis

tribution similar to that of a gE galaxy, with only modest contamination from the

long-wavelength tail of a much bluer, roughly "flat-spectrum," component that is

aligned with the radio axis.

It should be stressed that this analysis does not prove that the symmetric

component is an extended mature galaxy. For instance, a compact quasar nucleus

would have produced the same morphological result. However, given the original

argument based on the small dispersion in the K-z relation, a gE host galaxy is the

most plausible identification for this component. We believe that this analysis does

prove that, for this sample (i.e., 3C radio galaxies at 0.8 < z < 1.3, morphological

arguments against the old galaxy hypothesis based on the alignment of the infrared

images (Chambers et al. 1988a; Eisenhardt & Chokshi 1990) are incorrect.
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3.5 Sizes of the Galaxies

If the red/visual light is dominated by the starlight from the old elliptical-like

host galaxy, then the characteristic scale length of this light may provide constraints

on the dynamical evolution of massive galaxies and/or the cosmological geometry.

With the exception of our CFHT image of 3C 65 obtained with the large

format 256 x 256 array, our data are not ideally suited to such an investigation

because of (a) the large pixel size of the data (up to 0.6") (b) the indifferent image

quality (typical FWHM :::: 1.0"-1.3"); (c) subtle ghosting effects introduced by the

median flat-fielding process. The latter arises because the median filter does not

completely eliminate ghosting effects introduced by the median flat-fielding process.

The latter arises because the median filter does not completely eliminate the effects

of objects (and in particular the radio galaxy itself) in the frames used to construct

the background image. This effect is most serious in the IRTF data, where the spa

tial separation of the positions in the mosaic is small. A thorough treatment of these

effects to yield precise scale sizes for these images is beyond the scope of this

chapter, and is probably impossible.

As part of the work presented in this chapter, the sizes of the radio galaxy

images were analyzed only to the extent of satisfying ourselves that they were con

sistent with the old galaxy hypothesis. The radius rO.25 at which the Petrosian func

tion TI(r) (defined as the surface brightness at some radius divided by the average

surface brightness within that radius) falls to 0.25 was determined (cf. Djorgovski &

Spinrad 1981). A value of TI =0.25 corresponds to a value of the Gunn-Oke struc-
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ture parameter a (Gunn & Oke 1975) of ex = 0.50. This is a convenient value to

choose, since Lilly & Prestage (1987) measured ex at 19.2 kpc radius for a sample of

23 radio galaxies with z < 0.1 and found <ex> = 0.5. We would therefore expect the

radio galaxies to have <rO.25> in the range 2" < rO.25 < 3" for 0.05 < qo < 0.5. The

radio galaxies observed with UKlRT and CFHT span an (uncorrected) range

1.7 < "0.25 < 3.3. Correction for seeing effects reduces the sizes of the smaller

galaxies to around 1.3. The extended light associated with the blue aligned com

ponents would also tend to increase the effective sizes of the galaxies.

These sizes are thus consistent with the known sizes of the giant elliptical

galaxies associated with powerful radio sources at low redshifts, to within the limita

tions of our data. This topic is explored much more thoroughly in Chapter 4 of this

dissertation, where we present detailed measurements of the scale sizes of images

taken with NICMOS-3 array, which are of extremely high quality and do not suffer

from the median ghosting effect described above.

3.6 Red Companion Galaxies

One of the most striking features of our infrared data is the large number of

relatively red objects that are found close to a large fraction of the radio galaxies,

and which are likely to be companion galaxies. These possible companions are gen

erally more prominent on our infrared images than at shorter wavelengths, at least in

part because the strong alignment of the radio galaxy continuum is weaker or absent

in the infrared. In some cases, they are responsible for the high ellipticities meas-
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ured in the infrared, especially when the derived position angles are grossly

misaligned with radio source axes. Particularly good examples are provided by 3C

217, 3C 265, 3C 266, 3C 280, and 3C 368 (over a third of the sample observed

here). We have identified these objects on Figure 3.1 with the letter "c." It should

be noted that we have excluded blue continuum regions, especially when located

along the radio axis, since these are likely to be part of the "alignment effect" (see,

e.g., the many blue knots in 3C 265 and the blue companion to 3C 65). Companions

may also be present in several other objects, such as 3C 324 and 3C 352, but these

are less compelling, with the neighbor in question being farther away (3C 352) or

not particularly red (3C 324). The properties of the most likely companion objects

are summarized in Table 5.

In many cases these possible companions are distinctly redder than the radio

galaxy itself when viewed over the full 2500 A to 1 fJm range. As well as being

prominent in the infrared, they are seen on the "long continuum" images (just above

the 4000 A break) an dare thus undoubtedly "real" objects. They are usually notice

ably fainter in the "short continuum" images (at roughly 3500 A) and are frequently

absent at 2500 A and in the [OIl] A3727 emission line.

We have crudely estimated the relative magnitudes of the radio galaxies and

the possible companions in the infrared by simply comparing their peak surface

brightnesses. It is found that the companions range from 1.0-2.5 mag fainter than

the radio galaxies and are located 2.0"-4.5" (of order 20-45 kpc) away and span a

wide range of position angles relative to the radio axis, with two at 80° relative P.A.

Any companions that are significantly fainter, or are either closer to or farther away
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from the radio galaxy, would probably have been missed. It is possible that asym

metries in the infrared images of some other objects (e.g., 3C 226) may be caused by

closer companions that we have been unable to resolve. It is also possible that the

relatively large southern object in the 3C 356 system could be viewed as a "compan

ion," although, as discussed above, it does lie on the radio axis.

Down to K = 19, there are 40,000 objects per square degree (Cowie et al.

1990), giving an average separation to random field objects of approximately 10".

We have not considered objects more than 5" away to be "companions," so most of

the claimed companions should be real. 3C 266 is behind Abell 1374 at z :::: 0.2, so

a higher density of foreground objects might be expected in this case. However,

objects at such low redshifts would be relatively blue.

Within our small sample, we find that the radio galaxies with the best exam

ples of nearby red companions that are clearly not associated with the alignment

effect (i.e., the five galaxies named above) are preferentially the bluest systems with

the more striking optical alignment effects. A Mann-Whitney test indicates that this

difference is significant at the 99.5% level.

Close interactions with companions have been proposed as the trigger source

for quasar, Seyfert, and starburst activity for some time (Toornre & Toomre 1972;

Adams 1977; Stockton 1982; Hutchings et al. 1981), and there is a considerable

body of evidence to support this idea (Sanders et al. 1988; Stockton 1990; Heckman

1990). Even gas-poor companions can disrupt the central galaxy and funnel gas into

the central regions. It is therefore not too surprising that we find companions around

these very powerful radio galaxies. Their significance in the context of this chapter
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rest on two indirect arguments that they provide against Chambers & Charlot's

(1990) scenario in which some of the z ::: 1 radio galaxies are very young and are

being formed by the radio activity itself.

First, it suggests that the radio activity is still being triggered in the z = 1

systems through mechanisms similar to those which operate in the present-day

Universe. If, as has been suggested (Chambers & Charlot 1990), some of these radio

sources are truly dynamically young systems, and if young radio sources are indeed

themselves responsible for the formation of much of the stellar populations in the

host galaxies, then one might have expected to find quite different triggering

mechanisms in operation. Second, the fact that these companions are usually redder

than the radio galaxy suggests that some "old" galaxies, of lower but still comparable

mass, have existed around the site of the radio galaxy for some time, presumably in

the small group or cluster. This makes the presence of an old population in the main

radio galaxy itself appear very natural.

3.7 Global Correlations with Color

The preceding quantitative examination of the morphologies of individual

objects has provided important support for the hypothesis that these radio galaxies

contain a luminous red elliptical-like galaxy plus varying amounts of a blue extended

and "aligned" active component. The infrared images are more compact than the

optical images, showing weaker alignments with the radio axes. Those alignments
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that are seen in the infrared are explicable in terms of the infrared tail of a roughly

flat-spectrum component that dominates in the ultraviolet.

In this section, we examine the global correlations with the overall 2500 A to

1 Ilm color that would be expected in this picture in various parameters, the point

being that the color should reflect the level of activity in each object. Curiously, we

find that these correlations are not as compelling as we would have expected from

the individual morphologies, although the statistical significance within this small

sample is low.

We have constructed the 2500 A to 1 IJ.m color from our spectral energy dis

tributions by interpolating or by using an extrapolations based on the empirical

colors. As a true color, this parameter is uncertain at the 0.2 mag level, but it

enables us to compare galaxies at different redshifts as consistently as possible.

3.7.1 The Color-Magnitude Relation

A correlation between color and luminosity would be expected, since the

bluer objects should have a greater contribution, at all wavelengths, from the active

aligned component. Such a correlation is indeed seen in the optical wave band as

shown in Figure 3.8a, where we have plotted the absolute magnitude at 2500 A

against the overall 2500 A to I Ilm color.

Although diluted by the uniform red component dominating at infrared

wavelengths, a residual of this correlation should be apparent in the infrared, unless

the active component has an extremely blue color. If the aligned active component
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had a uniformly flat spectral energy distribution in all objects, then an increase in

luminosity at 1~ of about 0.5 mag would be expected over the full 3 mag range

of color present in the sample. This is shown in Figure 3.8b. A redder active com

ponent would produce a larger effect in the infrared. To eliminate this expected

correlation between color and magnitude entirely would of course require and

infinitely blue active component, a possibility that can be ruled out because some

residual alignment is seen in the infrared, indicating that some fraction of the

infrared light is indeed produced from the aligned component.

A straightforward linear least-squares fit to these data produces an inverse

correlation. This is driven by 3C 217, which is one of the bluest but faintest galax

ies in the sample, and by 3C 65, which is the reddest and brightest! The remaining

galaxies do show a trend in the desired sense, although it should be remembered that

3C 368, the second bluest objects, may well be about 0.75 mag fainter if it is con

taminated by a foreground object (see above).

Four possibilities present themselves. First, the observations could be in error

for 3C 65 and 3C 217. This is very unlikely. The infrared photometry agrees well

with the Lilly & Longair (1984) measurements, and in the case of 3C 217 there is

good agreement in the present study between independent IRTF and UKIRT meas

urements. There are also independent reasons to think 3C 65 to be red and 3C 217

to be blue, in that these objects have the smallest and greatest equivalent widths for

[all] ')..,3727 in the sample.

Second, 3C 65 and 3C 217 may be statistical flukes within a small sample.

This is still quite reasonable. A Pearson rank test gives only a very low correlation
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coefficient (rs =0.07), indicating that there is an 80% chance that the observed dis

tribution comes from an uncorrelated distribution. While a weak correlation in the

opposite sense would have been expected, the chance of observing the observed dis

tribution is still presumably reasonably high. This possible explanation can of course

be tested with a larger sample. Until such a larger sample is studied, this explana

tion for the form of Figure 3.8b is our preferred one.

Third, 3C 65 and 3C 217 may represent different physical situations where

the standard old galaxy picture would not apply. The galaxy 3C 217, for example,

could represent a new class of subluminous radio galaxies. We are naturally unwil

ling to advocate such an unattractive interpretation at this stage. The object 3C 65

could have a red non-stellar nucleus. A strong nuclear component seems unlikely

because the emission lines are relatively weak. The morphological analysis

presented in Chapter 4, however, suggests that a nuclear component might be present

with a modest flux of::: 10% the total galaxy flux in the H-band.

Finally, the diagram could represent the true situation in which there is an

inverse correlation between color and luminosity, in the sense that the reddest objects

are brighter. Within the context of the old-galaxy interpretation, this would require

that the strength of the active component was in some way related to the mass of the

galaxy. It is possible to envisage a scenario in which more massive galaxies get rid

of their gas at earlier times, so that the most vigorous jet-induced star formation at

z = 1 occurred in lower mass systems. In this sense the small dispersion in the K -z

relation would be at some level a coincidence: the true dispersion in the K

magnitudes of the underlying galaxies would actually be larger, with the fainter
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members being boosted by the additional active component. This option is similarly

unattractive.

We note in passing that alternative models in which there is a wide range of

ages (e.g., the Chambers & Charlot 1990 model) also predict a correlation between

color and luminosity in the sense that the brighter objects should be bluer.

3.7.2 Elongation as a Function of Color

In the simple model where a blue aligned component is added to a red sym

metric galaxy, it would be expected that the alignment effects would be most

apparent in the bluest objects, since these will have the largest contribution from the

blue aligned component. Of course, some blue objects may be symmetrical if the

active component is itself not elongated, and a variation in spectral index of the

aligned component may further dilute any correlation, but red objects would not be

expected to show strong alignments. Such an overall trend was demonstrated by

Lilly (1989), who showed that the optically most aligned objects in the original

McCarthy et al. (1987) sample had the bluest colors in (r-K). Furthermore, the very

red "I jansky" identifications presented by Lilly (1989) showed virtually no align

ment effect even at very short wavelengths.

In Figure 3.9a we have plotted the SA parameter, defined at roughly 2500 X,

against the overall rest-frame (2500 X to 1 I.lm) color for the sample of objects stu

died here. The most aligned objects, 3C 368, 3C 267, 3C 280, and 3C 324, all have
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colors 1.5 mag bluer than the reddest, and much more symmetrical, radio galaxy 3C

65.

To look directly at this effect in the infrared, we have plotted in Figure 3.9b

the value of S (lllm) measured in the infrared (with the preferred axis again being

defined by the short-wavelength images) against the overall color. A more confusing

diagram results, partly because of the relatively large elongation of the "misaligned"

3C 266 (recall that this was due to a red companion lying perpendicular to the radio

axis) and the anomalously high elongation of 3C 267. The remaining objects have a

distribution similar to that in Figure 3.9a, in that there are no very red, very aligned

objects, although it is again striking in this figure how much smaller the infrared

moments are relative to the optical ones.

3.8 The Aligned Component

The actual nature of the active, aligned component has not been important for

most of the foregoing discussion in this chapter, which has been concerned primarily

with establishing the presence of a central symmetric red component in these galax

ies. We are presently analyzing our images with a view to trying to understand the

nature of the active component, and some of our preliminary conclusions are

presented in Chapter 5 of this dissertation. Nevertheless, in this section we present a

few general comments concerning the alignment effect that have struck us in our ini

tial examination of the images, bearing in mind that this is the first complete and sta

tistically well-defined sample to be subjected to systematic scrutiny.
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First, the "alignment effect" is by no means perfect. Many striking elongated

objects have position angles that are displaced from the radio axis by several tens of

degrees. The spread in relative position angles displayed in the upper two panels of

Figure 3.3 is certainly not measurement error, as cursory examination of 3C 352

reveals.

Second, we note that the distribution of 2500 A continuum and [OII] ')..,3727

emission-line gas are often strikingly similar. Indeed, we initially used the [OIl]

')..,3727 image to define the "active" component, before deciding that the 2500 A was

the more logical choice. The results changed very little when this change was made,

as is seen by comparing the values of S for the 2500 A continuum and [OIl] ')..,3727

images listed in Table 3.

Finally, we note that the "quality" of the alignment (meaning the degree of

elongation and the relative position angle) depends strongly on the size of the radio

source. The objects 3C 266, 3C 324, and 3C 368 are all small double sources with

separations of 10" or smaller (roughly 90 kpc at z ::: 1. This trend is shown in Fig

ure 3.10, where we have plotted the short-wavelength SA parameter against the pro

jected radio separation (note that the SA parameter of 3C 267 is overestimated in this

figure; see Appendix A). We have plotted both SA and SAX cos28, where e is the

misalignment angle between the optical and radio axes. McCarthy et al. (1990) have

already noted that the elongated components are frequently one-sided and in these

cases appear always to lie toward the nearer radio lobe.
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3.9 Summary

Qualitative and quantitative analysis of a homogeneous set of multicolor line

and continuum images of a complete sample of 3C radio galaxies at 0.8 < z < 1.3

has led us to the following conclusions:

1. The infrared morphologies are much more symmetric than those at optical

wavelengths. Although several of the infrared images are aligned with the radio

axes, quantitative measures of the asymmetry show a progressive reduction as one

goes from rest-frame 2500 A to 1 J.I.m, as is to be expected if a symmetric com

ponent increasingly dominates at the longer wavelengths. This is consistent with the

"old galaxy hypothesis" for these galaxies, whereby the small scatter in the K-z

relation is produced by a homogeneous population of mature host galaxies.

2. A spectral decomposition based on these quantitative morphological

parameters strongly suggests that the "active" component, which dominates in the

ultraviolet wave band and is usually roughly aligned with the radio source axis, has a

roughly flat spectral energy distribution in f v' between 2500 A and 1 11m. Simi

larly, the data are consistent with the "symmetric" component having a red spectral

energy distribution similar to that of a gE galaxy, although the spectral decomposi

tion is not unique.

3. Typical 3C radio galaxies at z =1 probably have about 10% of their rest

frame 1 J.I.m light produced by the active component. The more active objects have

larger contributions. Nevertheless, these modest contaminating components are
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insufficient to perturb either the scatter or the continuity of the observed K -z rela

tion.

4. The angular sizes of the infrared images of the radio galaxies are con

sistent with the known sizes of the giant elliptical galaxies associated with powerful

radio sources at low redshifts for reasonable cosmologies, i.e., 0.05 < qo < 0.5.

5. A significant fraction (5/13) of these radio galaxies are accompanied by

possible nearby red companion galaxies that are prominent on the infrared images.

These are 1-2 mag fainter than the main galaxy, but are usually redder in overall

color and usually have little or no associated [011] emission. The presence of the red

companions would suggest that "conventional" triggers for the radio sources are still

operating at z > 1, and that, regardless of the evolutionary state of the radio galaxy,

at least some old galaxies exist around the central object.

6. Photometric analysis of the components of the complex object 3C 368

supports the view that the brightest component is a foreground Galactic M star.

7. While there is a strong correlation between the overall color and absolute

magnitude at short wavelengths, there is little evidence for the expected correlation

between color and absolute magnitude in the infrared, although our sample is small

and, given the intrinsic scatter expected, the statistics are poor.

8. As expected, the most aligned objects are the ones with the bluest overall

colors, since these have the strongest active components. These objects also have

the smallest projected radio separations.
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Viewed as a whole, the results of this morphological study are consistent with

the infrared morphologies being dominated by a round symmetric component, and

give support to the idea that these radio galaxies form a homogeneous population of

mature gE-type galaxies undergoing, to various degrees, bursts of star formation

associated with the radio source activity, as originally proposed by Lilly & Longair

(1984) and further refined by Lilly (1989) to explain the small scatter in the K-z

relation and the large range of optical-infrared colors. It must be remembered, how

ever, that the spectral decompositions presented here are by no means unique. The

strongest statement that can be made with certainty is that the appearance of aligned

morphologies does not, in and of itself, necessarily imply young ages. Thus, the

evolutionary status of these and other radio galaxies remains an open and important

question.
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Appendix A: An Improved Infrared Image of 3C 267

In the analysis presented in the original paper, the galaxy 3C 267 was the

most problematic in the sample because the infrared emission appeared elongated

and roughly aligned with both the radio source axis and the aligned optical emission.

Unfortunately, the original set of images for this object was of poorer quality than

for all the other objects in the sample, and the lack of available field objects pre

cluded an accurate coregistration of the optical and infrared images.

On 1991 May 30 the author obtained an improved infrared image of 3C 267

using the NICMOS3 (256 x 256) device at CFHT. The high resolution and large

field of view of this image enabled an extremely accurate coregistration with the opt

ical data, and also confirmed that this galaxy has fairly blue optical to infrared color.

The 15x15" K' band and V band images are shown in Figure 3.11. With the

improved coregistration it is evident that, while the infrared morphology is indeed

elongated, it makes an angle of 30 0 with the radio axis and it does not coincide

exactly with the aligned optical emission. Rather, the surface brightness distribution

of the infrared emission is peaked at its southwest end, at a point coinciding with the

northeast end of the aligned optical emission. The morphological components of the

system can be simply interpreted as an evolved host galaxy centered at the infrared

peak, with a red (non-aligned) extension to the north that is possibly due to

unresolved companions, and a flat-spectrum aligned component that extends along

the southwestern radio axis. The optical and infrared morphologies of the galaxy 3C

267 are therefore not unusual compared to the others in the sample.
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Table 3.1: Spectral Energy Distribution

2500 A
AB Magnitudes

3CR z bn E(B_V) SC LC 1~

65 1.176 -20 0.04 23.38 (V) 22.15 21.73 19.43 (H)

217 0.898 43 0.00 21.93 (B) 21.68 21.14 20.14 (K)

226 0.823 43 0.00 22.99 (B) 21.47 20.94 18.83 (K)

252 1.103 67 0.00 21.93 (V) 21.34 21.17 20.15 (H)

265 0.811 75 0.00 20.77 (B) 19.98 18.43 (K)

266 1.275 64 0.00 21.82 (V) 21.42 20.81 20.09 (H)

267 1.140 70 0.00 22.86 (V) 21.98 20.92 20.34 (H)

280 0.996 70 0.00 22.75 (B) 21.44 20.79 19.10 (K)

289 0.967 65 0.00 23.44 (B) 21.92 20.88 19.02 (K)

324 1.206 49 0.03 22.47 (V) 21.56 21.60 19.75 (K)

352 0.806 36 0.03 22.92 (B) 21.07 21.49 19.10 (K)

356 1.079 34 0.03 22.70 (B) 21.43 20.39 19.53 (K).

368 1.132 15 0.17 20.57 (B) 20.41 19.82 19.18 (K)
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Table 3.2: Alignment Parameters

3CR psf(") 2500 A [On] ')..3727 IJ.Ull Radio
e APA e APA e APA PA size(")

65 1.9 0.12 -19.5 0.25 -18.2 0.06 -64.4 95 16

217 1.6 0.15 -25.6 0.18 -24.3 0.13 -26.5 98 12

226 1.5 0.12 -2.5 0.02 39.3 0.14 67.8 146 35

252 1.3 0.09 20.8 0.05 22.2 0.01 4.7 106 60

265 1.1 0.10 19.3 0.15 67.3 0.12 -22.8 107 78

266 1.3 0.12 9.6 0.44 5.9 0.19 70.1 7 4

267 1.2 0.32 -20.5 0.17 -39.4 0.33 -33.5 80 38

280 1.0 0.27 18.1 0.10 8.0 0.13 -29.5 91 12

289 1.7 0.14 44.8 0.17 37.5 0.08 48.4 109 10

324 1.3 0.24 25.2 0.36 19.5 0.11 -2.1 77 10

352 1.7 0.21 -29.2 0.20 -22.8 0.06 -12.2 176 10

356 1.3 0.13 -3.0 0.19 30.7 0.05 58.1 171 71

368 1.3 0.43 3.1 0.41 1.1 0.31 -9.3 18 8
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Table 3.3: Moment Analysis

3CR
2500 J.. SC [On] A3727 LC 1J.UD

SA fA S fA S fA S fA S fA

65 3.89 1.00 3.77 0.97 0.55 0.14 2.01 0.52 -0.26 -0.07

265 4.02 1.00 2.22 0.55 -1.12 -D.15 0.39 0.10

280 10.48 1.00 5.89 0.56 5.02 0.48 2.88 0.27 0.04 0.00

324 10.69 1.00 9.95 0.93 11.77 1.10 8.57 0.80 2.44 0.22

352 7.04 1.00 5.29 0.75 6.99 0.99 1.93 0.27 1.27 0.18
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Table 3.4: Red Companions

3CR dC') PAe) ~A1 M{

217

265

266

280

368

2.4 69

4.6 341

1.9 75

2.2 13

4.3 359

76

29 1.3

54 1.8

68 0.9

78 1.9

19 1.4
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Figure 3.1-(a-m) Montages of the unsmoothed multicolor images of each of
the 13 3C radio galaxies observed in this program. The images are 15" square (ex
cept 3C 265, which is 30" square), and are accurately coregistered. Orientation is
within 1°-20 of NSEW, with north at the top and east at the left. Contours are plot
ted in logarithmic surface brightness (at root 2 intervals in surface brightness). Im
ages are identified by standard gilter passbands except for LC and SC, which stand
for the intermediate-band filters located above and below the 4000 Aspectral feature.
The small disk represents the FWHM of the seeing point-spread function. The
number indicates the level of the lowest contour in AB mag arcsec-2. The radio jet
axes are sketched on the [0 II] A.3727 images, and red companions, discussed in the
text, are marked by C. (a) 3C 65 (z = 1.176).
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Figure 3.1(b)-Montage of the unsmoothed multicolor images of 3C 217
(z = 0.898).
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Figure 3.1(c}-Montage of the unsmoothed multicolor images of 3C 226
(z = 0.823).
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Figure 3.1(d)-Montage of the unsmoothed multicolor images of 3C 252
(z = 1.103).
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Figure 3.1(e}-Montage of the unsmoothed multicolor images of 3C 265
(z =0.811).
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Figure 3.1(f)-Montage of the unsmoothed multicolor images of 3C 266
(z = 1.275).
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Figure 3.1(g)-Montage of the unsmoothed multicolor images of 3C 267
(z = 1.140).
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Figure 3.1(h)-Montage of the unsmoothed multicolor images of 3C 280
(z = 0.996).
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Figure 3.1(i)-Montage of the unsmoothed multicolor images of 3C 289
(z = 0.967).
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Figure 3.1(j)-Montage of the unsmoothed multicolor images of 3C 324
(z = 1.206).
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Figure 3.1(k)-Montage of the unsmoothed multicolor images of 3C 352
(z = 0.806).
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Figure 3.2-Comparison of single-element aperture photometry from Lilly &
Longair (1984) and aperture photometry (through the same aperture) constructed
from the present two-dimensional array data. Where the observations were carried
out in the H band, they have been converted to K using (H -K) =1.0.
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Figure 3.3-Ellipticity parameter e plotted against the absolute value of the
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tinuum image at approximately rest-frame 2500 A, for the [0 II) ')..3727 emission
line, and for the infrared continuum at approximately rest-frame I J.1m.
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Figure 3.~a·e) Spectral energy distributions for the five galaxies for which
a morphological decomposition was attempted (heavy horizontal lines). The horizon
tal width of lines indicates the approximate bandpass of each filter. Other lines
represent the "asymmetric" (dashed line) and "symmetric" (continuous line) com
ponents based on the nonunique morphological decomposition described in the text.
Vertical error bars are based on a 10% uncertainty in the fA ('A) parameter. For
reference, the spectral energy distribution of a gE galaxy (Coleman et al. 1980) is
shown passing through the "symmetric" point at long wavelengths. and a smooth
continuum has been drawn by eye through the "asymmetric" component. Note that
the 2500 A continuum is assumed, in this analysis, to define the "asymmetric" com
ponent. The figures indicate that while this asymmetric aligned component contam
inates at very short wavelengths, it has a roughly flat spectral energy distribution in
f v and contributes only a small fraction of the infrared light. Continuum bands
which were contaminated by [0 II] 1..3727 emission or were of very low quality have
been omitted. (a) 3C 65 (z = 1.176).
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Figure 3.4(c)-Spectral energy distribution for 3C 280 (z = 0.996).
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Figure 3.5--Moment parameter (along the preferred axis defined by the 2500
A image), S (A.), measured at 2500 A (open symbols) and 1 J.1m (filled symbols) for
all the objects in the sample. In every case S is substantially smaller in the infrared,
indicating that a red symmetric component dominates at long wavelengths.
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discussed in the text. The brightest component ("a") is very likely to be a super
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Figure 3.8(a}-Color-absolute magnitude diagram for the galaxies in the
sample, showing 2500 A to 1 J.Un color vs. 2500 A absolute magnitude. 3C 368 has
been shown as observed (solid symbol) and after attempted removal of the putative
M star (filled symbol).
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Figure 3.8(b)-Color-absolute magnitude diagram for the galaxies in the
sample showing 2500 A to 1 J.1m color vs. 1 J.1m absolute magnitude. The curve
represents the expected effect of adding a flat-spectrum component to a gE galaxy.
3C 368 has been shown as observed (solid symbol) and after attempted removal of
the putative M star (filled symbol).
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Figure 3.9(a}-Relationship between the overall 2500 Ato 1 Jl1n color and
the degree of alignment, parameterized by the moment S along the axis defined by
the 2500 A image, determined at 2500 A.
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Figure 3.10--Diagram showing the tendency for the most dramatic alignment
effects to occur in objects associated with physically small radio sources. Open sym
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Figure 3.11-A montage of the unsmoothed V and K' images of 3C 267.
The images are 15" square and are very accurately coregistered. Orientation is
within 1-20 of NSEW, with north at the top and east at the left. Contours are plotted
in logarithmic surface brightness (at root 2 intervals in surface brightness). Images
are identified by standard filter passbands. The radio jet axis is sketched on the V
band image. On the V-band image, a small 'X' has been marked at the position of
the K'-band surface brightness peak to aid the eye. The 3C 267 system can be
readily interpreted as an evolved galaxy located at the K' surface brightness peak,
with a red northward extension (possibly due to an unresolved red companion), and
aligned blue emission extending along the southwestern radio axis.
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CHAPTER 4: SURFACE PHOTOMETRY OF QUIESCENT RADIO GALAXIES

4.1 Preface

The material presented in this chapter has been prepared for publication in the

Astrophysical Journal Letters under the title "Infrared Surface Photometry of High

Redshift Radio Galaxies: Stellar Evolution and the Tolman Signal" (Rigler & Lilly,

in preparation). The organization of this chapter closely follows that of the paper.

First, we briefly discuss the prospect of using quiescent radio galaxies to study ellipt

icals at high redshift. Second, we review the observational details and the advan

tages of using the NICMOS-3 array. Then, we describe the morphological charac

teristics of the two high-red shift galaxies and outline a detailed analysis used to

measure their photometric parameters. Next, we compare the photometric parameters

of the high-redshift radio galaxies to those of lower redshift radio galaxies, brightest

cluster members (BCMs) and ellipticals, and discuss the results in the context of

galaxy evolution and cosmology. The results are briefly summarized in the final sec

tion.

4.2 Abstract

In this chapter we present an analysis of the infrared surface brightness

profiles of two high-redshift radio galaxies, 3C 65 (z = 1.176) and 3C 437

(z = 1.480), which are well fit by a deVaucouleurs ,.114 law. A model surface fitting

routine yields characteristic photometric parameters comparable to those of brightest
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cluster members (BCMs) and low-redshift radio galaxies for standard cosmologies.

The small displacement of these galaxies from low-redshift BCMs and radio galaxies

on the u, -logr, plane suggests that little or no stellar evolution is required in a

cosmology with qo =0.5 (A =0), while a modest degree of stellar evolution is

implied in a model with qo =0 (A =0), or models with A> O. A non-expanding

cosmology would require the high-redshift systems to lie at the extreme end of the

distribution of properties of local gE galaxies. The effects of stellar and/or dynami

cal evolution would be to make the objects more extreme.

4.3 Introduction

Infrared observations of high-redshift radio galaxies, through their sensitivity

to older stellar populations, have come to play a vital role in our understanding of

the evolutionary status of these objects. The smooth continuity and small dispersion

seen in the infrared K-z Hubble diagram for radio galaxies with z ::; 2 and beyond

suggests that the infrared emission of essentially all radio galaxies is dominated by

massive, mature gE-like stellar populations (Lilly & Longair, 1984; Lilly 1989).

However, radio galaxies with z > 1 display a wide range of optical to

infrared colors, elongated morphologies and a statistical tendency of these for align

ment with the radio jet axes (Chambers, Miley, & van Breugel 1987; McCarthy et al.

1987). Rigler et al. (1992) undertook a spectro-morphological analysis of a complete

sample of 3C radio galaxies at z ::: 1 which showed that the morphologies at each

wavelength are consistent with the superposition of two different morphological com-
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ponents: (1) a round symmetric component having a gE-like spectral energy distribu-

tion (SED) which dominates at infrared wavelengths, and (2) an aligned component

having a much bluer SED ( f v = yO to y-I) which is generally dominant at UV-

optical wavelengths. This result is consistent with the idea that essentially all radio

galaxies have mature underlying stellar populations producing the small scatter in the

K -z relation. In this scenario, the reddest objects in any sample are expected to

appear in the infrared as gEs, in the sense that they will be most free from the emis-

sion causing the alignment effect (see, e.g., Daly 1992, for a review of the alignment

effect). These reddest objects therefore offer the most promising targets for studies

of elliptical galaxies at high redshift. Infrared surface photometry of gEs at cosmo-

logically significant redshifts also could in principle provide constraints on qo and A,

and test for the presence of (1+z)4 surface brightness dimming due to the Universal

expansion. In this chapter, we present a detailed morphological analysis of two such

quiescent radio galaxies, 3C 65 (z = 1.176), which is the reddest member of the

z = 1 sample of Rigler et aI. (1992), and 3C 437 (z = 1.480). Where necessary, a

value of for the Hubble constant of Ho = 50 km s-l Mpc-
I

is assumed.

4.4 Observations and Reductions

Deep, high-resolution infrared images were obtained of 3C 65 in the H band

and 3C 437 in the K' band during a run on the Canada-France-Hawaii 3.6 m tele-

scope (CFHT) in 1990 September, using the UH NICMOS-3 Near Infrared Camera

(Hodapp et aI., 1992) in the Cassegrain focus at plate scales of 0.29" pixel-I. The
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camera employs a Rockwell 256x256 HgCdTe device whose low noise characteris

tics and a large size make it remarkably similar in operation to an optical CCD. The

3C 65 observations consisted of 35 guided exposures of 2 minutes each, and the 3C

437 consisted of 77 guided exposures of 2 minutes each. Between each short expo

sure the telescope was moved 10-20", through a sequence of positions forming a rec

tilinear mosaic, with the target object kept near the central region of the array

throughout the entire sequence. During the observations, the atmospheric conditions

were photometric with sub-arcsecond seeing.

The reduction of the infrared images employed statistical techniques to decou

ple the chip response from the varying sky background. For each exposure a back

ground pattern was constructed through median averaging of normalized versions of

the six preceding and six following frames. After background subtraction, the

frames were coregistered and co-added. The entire process of median flat fielding,

coregistration and co-adding was then repeated, after masking bad pixels, cosmic

rays and astronomical objects identified during the first iteration. Photometric calibra

tion of the co-added images was achieved through observations of standards from the

list of Elias et al (1982).

The final co-added images are of very high quality. In this type of study, the

large field of view of the NICMOS-3 device represents a significant advantage over

previous generations of infrared arrays, for two reasons. First, the large field of view

facilitates the detection of bright field objects enabling the individual exposures to be

coregistered with sub-pixel accuracy, and the point spread function to be reliably

determined. Stellar field objects on our images show gaussian profiles with FWHM
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== 0.6". Second, the minimum pattern spacing determines the largest scale upon

which emission from the object can be decoupled from the sky background in the

median-flat-fielding process. A pattern spacing of 10" or larger can be used with the

NICMOS-3, thereby allowing the accurate detection of faint galactic emission out to

a radii of several arcseconds.

4.5 Morphological Analysis

4.5.1 Gross Morphological Features

The infrared images of 3C 65 and 3C 437 show strikingly normal morpholo

gies. The field of 3C 65 contains a a faint object roughly 3.0" west of 3C 65 lying

directly along the radio axis. This object has a blue SED that is consistent with the

SED of aligned emission seen in the sample of z = 1 radio galaxies studied by

Rigler et al. (1991), and may represent an example of detached aligned emission

associated with the radio jet (see Chapter 5). The field of 3C 437 contains a object

2.6" southwest of 3C 437 with a position angle roughly 200 north of the southeast

radio axis and an unknown SED. Preliminary radial surface brightness profiles of 3C

65 and 3C 437, obtained by taking the median pixel values in circular annuli, are

well fit by a deVaucouleurs ,.114 law over a large dynamic range, extending from

radii just outside the seeing disk to radii at which sky noise dominates (see Figure

4.2). However, the surface brightness profiles at radii interior to the seeing disk are

in excess of a simple extension of the seeing-convolved deVaucouleurs r 114 law to

the center. These central surface brightness excesses can be accounted for, however,
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with the addition of a nuclear point source having approximately 10% of the flux of

the main galaxy. Thus, the initial inspection of the surface brightness profiles of 3C

65 and 3C 437 suggests that they are consistent with being gE galaxies with the pos

sible addition of a not unreasonable nuclear source. In the next section, we describe

a surface fitting technique used to more precisely constrain the values of the deVau

couleurs r 1/4 parameters.

4.5.2 Surface Fitting Procedure

The general technique involved in the surface fitting procedure was to com

pare each galaxy image to a suite of simulated model images, where each model

image consists of a seeing-convolved deVaucouleurs surface and a nuclear point

source. Each model was evaluated on the basis ofaX2 statistic based on the

difference between data and model, and an acceptable range of parameter values was

determined from the set of best fitting models. The procedure is described in greater

detail below.

The data frame D (x ,y) was constructed directly from the image made by co

adding the individual processed exposures. The co-add was expanded by a factor of

three along both axes using bilinear interpolation, resulting in a plate scale of 0.0971

arcseconds pixel -1. A 128x128 pixel (l2.5"x12.5") box centered on the position of

peak surface brightness of the object was extracted. All identifiable field objects in

this box were masked with circular apertures, and pixels within these apertures were
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subsequently ignored by the model fitting algorithm. A point spread function frame

was similarly constructed using a bright star in the field of the co-added image.

A suite of 128x128 pixel model frames M, (x ,y) was generated. Each model

consists of the superposition of (1) an elliptical deVaucouleurs surface parameterized

by the central position (xo,yo), the ellipticity E, the position angle of the semi-major

axis e, and the effective radius re (defined along the axis 45 0 from the semi-major

axis), and (2) a simulated nuclear point source parameterized by the fractional contri

bution of the nuclear point source flux to the the total flux within the frame, a. Each

model was convolved with the point spread function frame using a fast-fourier

transform algorithm, and normalized to have the same total flux as the data frame

D (x ,y).

For each model, a value of X2 = v-1.l;{D(x,y)-Mi(x,Y)f, where v ==

number of degrees of freedom, was calculated within a circular aperture of 6". The

best fitting parameters are taken from the model that had the minimum value of X2•

In the case of both galaxies, the high quality of the model fit is demonstrated by the

the fact that the minimum value of X2 =(32, the value expected to arise purely from

fluctuations in the sky background. The one-sigma uncertainties in the parameter

values correspond to the set of models whose X2 values do not exceed the minimum

by an amount greater than that corresponding to 84% confidence levels. Inspection

of the residual images (Figure 4.1, right-hand panels) verifies that the fits are good

over the entire spatial extent of the 12.5" x 12.5" frames. Finally, the entire analysis

was carried out on images in which the background had been artificially modified by
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amounts consistent with the uncertainty in the background determination. It was

found that the resulting systematic variation in the best fitting model parameters was

insignificant (::::10% and ::::20% for 3C 65 and 3C 437 respectively). The values of

the best fitting deVaucouleurs r 114 parameters u, and logr, are listed in Table 4.1

along with their formal errors. The errors in the two parameters are strongly cou

pled, however, and are more properly described by ellipses, as shown in Figure 4.3.

4.6 Discussion

Our model surface fitting analysis of the infrared images of the two quiescent

radio galaxies 3C 65 (z = 1.176) and 3C 437 (z = 1.480) leads us to the following

interesting points:

4.6.1 Quality of Fit of gE Models.

Rigler et aI. (1991) showed that the members of a statistical sample at z = 1

show the signature of a centrally concentrated symmetric red component having a an

approximately gE-like SED, as expected if the infrared light of high-redshift radio

galaxies is dominated by mature stellar populations (Lilly & Longair 1984; Lilly

1989). In this chapter, we have found that the infrared morphologies of two red sys

tems are well-fit by deVaucouleurs r 1l4 laws characteristic of gE galaxies. We there

fore conclude that the infrared morphologies of these two galaxies (1) are consistent

in detail with them being gE-like galaxies, and (2) by extension, suggest that the
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symmetric round component identified by Rigler et al (1992) may be associated with

gE-like stellar populations in essentially all high-redshift radio galaxies.

4.6.2 Comparison with Lower Redshift Systems

For each galaxy, we have plotted the best fitting scale size and surface bright

ness values on the lle-Iogre plane (Figure 4.3) and compared them to the loci of

present epoch brightest cluster members (BCMs; Schombert 1987, Oegerle &

Hoessel 1991, and Kormendy 1980) and low-redshift radio galaxies (Lilly & Prestage

1987, Lilly et al. 1984), including in the latter both FRI and FRn sources. The posi

tion of the high-redshift radio galaxies on this diagram is dependent on 0 0 and Ao '

as indicated on the figure, and for the three "reasonable" standard cosmological

models shown, the high-red shift radio galaxies lie very close to the low-redshift radio

galaxies and present epoch BCMs.

4.6.2.1 Stellar Evolution and qo

A comparison of the photometric parameters of the high- and low-redshift

galaxies can in principle offer constraints on qo and Ao • Such a comparison is of

course limited by the inherent uncertainty in associating the high- and low-redshift

systems, as well as by the largely unconstrained effects of stellar and dynamical evo

lution. Nevertheless, certain features in Figure 4.3 are worth pointing out.
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First, the errors in I-le and logre, though large, are strongly correlated and are

represented on the diagram as highly-elongated ellipses oriented roughly parallel to

the standard I-le-logre relation. Second, we note that under conditions of homology,

any merging activity acts to shift galaxies in a direction that is also roughly parallel

to the standard u, -logr, relation. Thus, if merging is homologous (or if none has

occurred), we could relate the degree of stellar evolution to qo by requiring that stel

lar evolution move the objects down on to the locus of low-red shift radio galaxies

and BCMs. Based on the two galaxies presented here, a model with qo =0.5

(A = 0) is consistent with about 0 to 1 mag of stellar evolution occurring between

the two epochs, while about 0.5 to 1.5 mag of stellar evolution is implied if qo = 0

(A = 0) and 1.5 mag if A > O. These amounts of stellar evolution implied are quite

reasonable, lying within the range expected for passive evolution in an initial burst

model of star formation, jjm = (1.4l-D.33x) In(t1ItO)' where t11tO =1/3 and

0< x < 1.35 (Gunn & Tinsley 1976).

4.6.2.2 Tolman Test for Universal Expansion

The photometric parameters of high-redshift galaxies can in principle provide

a test of the classic Tolman prediction that bolometric surface brightness dims as

(l+zr' due to Universal expansion (see Hubble & Tolman 1935). This test is

difficult to make because the vector corresponding to the Tolman signal on the I-le

logr, diagram also lies roughly parallel to both the standard I-le -logr, relation for

ellipticals and the homologous merging track. Sandage and Perelmuter (l990a,
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1990b, and 1991), for example, have attempted to make use of the small difference

between the slopes of the Tolman vector and the standard relation in order to remove

this ambiguity. The two radio galaxies presented here are of sufficiently high red

shift, however, that the Tolman vector becomes large enough to allow the adoption

of a different approach. In a non-expanding Universe, the high-redshift radio galaxies

would lie at the extreme end of the distribution of BCMs and low-redshift radio

galaxies on the Ile -logre diagram. Evolutionary effects would be expected, if any

thing, to have made them still larger and of lower surface brightness, so that by the

present epoch, 3C 65 and 3C 437, would be larger and fainter than any known

galaxy. While the possibility that these are such extreme objects cannot be ruled

out, a non-expanding Universe seems rather unlikely.

4.7 Conclusions

A model surface fitting analysis of the infrared surface brightness profiles of

two high-redshift radio galaxies 3C 65 (z = 1.176) and 3C 437 (z = 1.480) has

shown that:

(1) The infrared morphologies are well-fit by a de Vaucouleurs r 114 law

characteristic of gE-like galaxies.

(2) The measured photometric parameters are comparable to those of brightest

cluster members (BCMs) and low-redshift radio galaxies for standard cosmologies.

(3) The small displacement of these galaxies from low-redshift BCMs and
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radio galaxies on the Jle -logr, plane suggests that little or no stellar evolution (0 to 1

mag) is required in a cosmology with qo =0.5 (A =0), while a slightly higher

degree of stellar evolution (0.5 to 1.5 mag) is implied in a model with qo =0

(A = 0), or models with A > O.

(4) A non-expanding cosmology is unlikely because it would require the

high-redshift systems to lie at the extreme end of the distribution of properties of

local gE galaxies. The effects of stellar and/or dynamical evolution would be to

make these objects even more extreme.

In Chapter 3 (and in Rigler et al 1992) we identified a symmetric round com

ponent dominating the infrared morphologies of a complete sample of z =1 radio

galaxies, The results presented in this chapter provide strong evidence that the the

morphology of the round component is consistent in detail with being gE-like galax

ies. Furthermore, these results demonstrate that the photometric parameters of high

redshift radio galaxies can be accurately measured from high-quality infrared

images, and suggest that the reddest radio galaxies will offer the most promising tar

gets for studies of elliptical galaxies at high-redshift.
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Table 4.1: Surface Photometry

3C

65

437

mag

18.00 (H)

18.10 (K)

Due

0.1

0.1

120

~e

22.6 (0.5)

21.4 (0.9)

log r (")
e

0.25 (0.16)

0.04 (0.20)



Figure 4.1-The infrared images of the radio galaxies 3C 65 (z = 1.176; H
band; upper left panel) and 3C 437 (z = 1.480; K' band; lower left panel) used in
the model surface fitting analysis. The images are 12.4" square, and oriented rough
ly NSEW, with north at the top and east at the left. To the right of each galaxy, the
residual image resulting from the subtraction of the best fitting model is displayed.
The residual images are dominated by noise throughout, which suggests that the data
are well-fit by the models over the entire spatial extent of the frames.
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Figure 4.2-Montage of the model surface fitting analysis of 3C 65
(z =1.176; H band; upper set of panels) and 3C 437 (z = 1.480; K' band; lower set
of panels). The central panels display the data images, and right-hand panels display
best-fitting model images. Each image is 12.4" square, and oriented roughly NSEW,
with north at the top and east at the left. In both images the FWHM of the seeing
point spread function is about 0.6". Contours are plotted in logarithmic surface
brightness (at root 2 intervals). The lowest contours shown are 21.64 H magsID"
and 21.08 K' mags/O" for 3C 65 and 3C 437 respectively. The left-hand panels
display the radial surface brightness profiles of the data (open circles) and of the
best-fitting model (dotted line).
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Figure 4.3---The J.1e-Iogre diagram for elliptical galaxies (small x's), BCM's
(small open squares), and low-redshift radio galaxies (large open circles), to which
we have added new data points for the radio galaxies 3C 65 (z = 1.176) and 3C 437
(z = 1.480) based on our model surface fitting analysis. The position of the high
redshift galaxies on the diagram is dependent on the cosmological geometry, and
here we have plotted each galaxy as a set of four points corresponding to four
cosmological models (large solid diamonds connected by solid lines): (1) 00 = I,
Ao =0, (2) 00 =0, Ao =0, (3) 00 =0.1, Ao =0.9, and (4) a non-expanding
Universe model (see legend at lower left). The error ellipses corresponding to one
sigma (84% confidence level) are displayed in a position 2 magnitudes above the
"model I" point for each galaxy. Also shown is a vector indicating the direction of
dynamical evolution (labelled D.E.) for homologous merging, as well as a vector in
dicating the magnitude of passive stellar evolution (labelled S.E.) in an initial burst
model &n =(1.41-Q.33x) Inti/to where tl/tO::: 0.33 with tickmarks corresponding
to values for the stellar initial mass function x = 0, I, and 1.35 (Gunn and Tinsley
1976). In interpreting this figure, it is important to note thai the error ellipses, the
homologous merging vector (D.E.) and the Tolman signal (i.e., the line connecting
models 1 and 4), are all oriented roughly parallel to the slope of the standard J.1e
logr, relation for ellipticals and BCMs.
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CHAPTER 5: DETACHED ALIGNED REGIONS OF EMISSION

Radio galaxies with z > 0.8 display active phenomena that are not seen in

systems at lower redshift. It has been known for some time that the high-redshift sys

tems span a wide range in optical-to-infrared colors. Optical CCD images reveal a

variety of continuum and emission line morphologies, with a tendency toward elon

gation and multimodel structure. The discovery that the elongated morphologies tend

to be aligned with the radio axis (the "alignment effect"; McCarthy et al. 1987b;

Chambers et al. 1987) demonstrated that the mechanism responsible for the activity

is closely associated with the radio sources. This activity must be transient in nature

since the radio source lifetimes are expected to be no more than a few times 108

years (e.g., Woltjer 1990) and possibly as short as a few times 107 years based on

the typical separations of the radio lobes and properties of the radio bridges (Daly

1992a; Alexander & Leahy 1987).

To date, the mechanism or mechanisms responsible for the alignment effect

emission have not been established. Several theoretical models have been discussed,

including models involving (a) radio-jet-induced star formation, (Rees 1989; de

Young 1989; Begelmen & Cioffi 1989; Daly 1990; Bithel & Rees 1990) (b) scatter

ing of anisotropic light from a central source by electrons or dust (Fabian 1989; Daly

1992a) (c) inverse Compton scattering of cosmic microwave background photons by

relativistic electrons (Daly I992b), and (d) synchrotron radiation (see Daly 1992c).

Recent observational efforts include the possible detection of ultraviolet stellar

absorption features in the combined spectra of selected z» I radio galaxies
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(Chambers & McCarthy 1990), which implies a stellar origi.n, and the detection of

polarized emission in certain radio galaxies (di Seregho Allighieri, et al 1989; Scarrot

et aI. 1990; Jannuzi & Elston 1991), which suggests some scattering of light from

the central source. The inverse Compon scattering model is also attractive, because

it agrees well with the observed correlations between optical-to-infrared color and

radio spectral index (Lilly 1989) and between emission line luminosity and radio

power. It is entirely possible that more than one mechanism is in operation from

galaxy to galaxy, or even within the same galaxy.

Hitherto, an important problem has been that observations of the aligned com

ponent have generally included light from the entire galaxy, or from regions of emis

sion extending continuously from the center (Chambers & McCarthy 1990, di

Seregho Allighieri, et al 1989; Scarrot et aI. 1990; Jannuzi & Elston 1991). The

contribution of a central nuclear source and the underlying stellar population to these

measurements might be quite large. Indeed, the optical surface brightness distribu

tion is often peaked at the center of the galaxy, even at very short wavelengths.

Examples are known, however, of detached regions of aligned emission, which offer

the prospect of of studying the aligned emission component in relative isolation.

While it is possible that these represent an atypical form of the alignment effect in

operation, we present in this chapter the spectral energy distributions of two detached

components lying in the fields of the galaxies 3C 65 (z = 1.176) and 3C 326.1,

which suggests that they are similar to the aligned component of the complete z ::: I

3C sample (Rigler et al 1991; see also Chapter 3).
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5.1 The Blue Object Near 3C 65

The field of 3C 65 contains a nearby blue object which is likely to be an

example of a detached region of alignment effect emission. This galaxy is relatively

quiescent, having the reddest colors in the z :::: 1 sample, and little or no [On] 1..3727

line emission. A montage of optical and infrared images is presented in Figure 5.1

including a continuum-free [OIl] 1..3727 image, and V, Rand H images correspond

ing to rest-frame continua near 2500 A, 3200 A, and 8000 A, respectfully, and

narrow-band images corresponding to continua just shortward and longward of the

4000A break. The H band image (UH/NICMOS-3 at CFHT) and the V and R band

images are of high quality. In comparison, the narrow-band continuum and line-only

images are of poor quality in terms of depth and seeing. The V, R, SC and H

images show a blue object lying along the western radio axis roughly 3" west of the

surface brightness peak of the main galaxy. We have not obtained a redshift for the

blue object, and there is little or no line emission present in the narrow band filter

centered on [OIl] 1..3727 from either object. It is therefore possible that this align

ment results from a chance superposition. We suggest, however, that the blue object

is likely to be an case of the alignment effect operating in a region isolated from the

main galaxy.

We have determined the spectral energy distribution of the main galaxy and

nearby blue object from co-smoothed versions of the V, Rand H images with

FWHM =0.7". Photometric measurements were made within synthetic apertures of

1" diameter centered on three positions: that of the main galaxy, the blue aligned
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object 3" to the west of the main galaxy, and the field 3" to the east of the main

galaxy. The latter provided an estimate of the emission from the main galaxy that is

present withing the aperture centered on the blue aligned object. Within the I" aper

tures, the main galaxy was found to have H =20.7, R =24.0, and V =24.7 (in AB

magnitudes), while the blue object (with the fluxes measured within the apertures

located on the azimuthally opposite side of 3C 65 subtracted) was found to have

H =23.4, R =24.9, and V =24.7 (in AB magnitudes). The spectral energy distri

butions of the main galaxy and the blue object are plotted in Figure 5.2, along with

scaled versions of elliptical and irregular galaxy models for comparison (Coleman,

Wu & Weedman 1980). The spectral energy distribution of the blue object is con

sistent with a power law of of f v:: y-1.2, (between rest-frame 2500 Ato 7600 A),

and also with the spectral energy distribution of an irregular-like galaxy.

5.2 The Detached Component of 3C 326.1

The galaxy 3C 326.1 (z = 1.82) had already attracted a great deal of attention

prior to this dissertation because it is associated with a large powerful Lya emission

cloud. McCarthy et al (l987a) suggested that the galaxy might be a protogalaxy on

the basis of early optical CCD images which showed the Lyu cloud to be diffuse.

Several faint optical continuum components were present, but the cloud seemed to

lack any obvious central condensation. Indeed, during an early stage of its forma

tion, a galaxy might well very well consist of multiple star-forming regions embed

ded in a collapsing gas cloud. Subsequent infrared observations, however, identified a
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K=19 infrared source associated with one of the optical components located approxi

mately midway between the radio lobes (Lilly & McLean 1987). The K magnitude

of this component lies on the K -z relation, has a spectral energy distribution similar

to other high-redshift 3C radio galaxies, and is now regarded as the main galaxy.

The system is most easily interpreted as an evolved population undergoing a burst of

alignment effect activity, possibly star formation. An improved Lya image was also

obtained by Lilly (1990) which showed that the Lya emission is actually strongly

peaked on the position of the western radio hot spot, which is co-located with one of

the optical components (Lilly 1990) lying roughly 3" west of the main galaxy.

While these discoveries removed much of the original motivation for believing this

system to be a protogalaxy, 3C 326.1 continues to be an extremely interesting system

because it is includes an aligned component that is separated from the main galaxy.

As part of this dissertation, the author obtained an improved, high-resolution

K' image of the 3C 326.1 field. The K' image consists of 36x3 minute exposures

taken with the UH/NICMOS-3 array camera at the UH 2.2 m telescope during a run

in May 1991 at a plate scale of 0.224" per pixel. From this image, a faint infrared

source has been identified with with the aligned component at the radio hot spot. A

montage of the 3C 326.1 field is shown in Figure 5.3 including U', Band K band

images. The various field objects are readily identified as galactic stars and low- to

moderate-red shift galaxies on the basis of their optical-to-infrared colors. A

continuum-free Lyo; image was constructed using the U' and B band images.

When combined with existing data sets, the new images constrained the spec

tral energy distributions of the main galaxy and the aligned component. The spectral
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energy distributions were constructed through photometric measurements of a set of

co-smoothed versions of the images using 2" diameter apertures. These are

displayed in Figure 5.4, along with spectral energy distributions of elliptical and

irregular model galaxies for comparison (Coleman, Wu & Weedman 1980).

5.4 Conclusions

We have determined the small-aperture spectral energy distributions of the

morphological components of the 3C 65 and 3C 326.1 systems. The main galaxy

components of both systems have spectral energy distributions that are not unlike

those seen in the z :::: 1 sample and other high-redshift radio galaxies, and are con

sistent with being dominated by a gE-like spectral energy distribution in the infrared.

The detached blue aligned components of both systems have spectral energy distribu

tions which can be fit by either an irregular-like spectral energy distribution, such as

might be expected in a scenario of jet-induced star formation, or by a power law of

slope f v :::: -1 (between rest-frame 2500A and 8000A), which is consistent with vari

ous non-thermal models for the alignment effect.

This result is entirely consistent with the spectral energy distribution of the

aligned component of the z :::: 1 3C sample as determined from a spectral decomposi

tion based a moment analysis of the light distributions measured within 4" apertures

centered on the main galaxy (Rigler et al 1991; Chapter 3, this dissertation). In the

moment analysis, the spectral energy distributions were intentionally constructed a

crude fashon because the aim of the experiment was to relate the light distributions
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of the sample to the large aperture K -z relation. The fact that similar results are

obtained here using smaller aperture photometry of selected morphological com

ponents can be taken as additional justification for the moment analysis method.

Conversely, it suggests that the emission in the detached aligned components is pro

duced by the same basic mechanism responsible for the aligned morphologies seen in

the sample, which tend to be of the elongated, continuous variety. Furthermore, the

general similarity between 3C 326.1 and the z =1 systems suggests that the conclu

sions drawn from the analysis of the z = 1 3C sample might extend to radio galaxies

with redshifts as high as z = 2. Detached aligned regions such as these offer attrac

tive targets for further studies of the alignment effect because measurements can be

made in apertures relatively free from contamination by emission from the main

galaxy.
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Figure 5.1-A montage of the unsmoothed multicolor images of 3C 65. The
images are 15" square and are accurately coregistered. Orientation is within 1-20 of
NSEW, with north at the top and east at the left. Contours are plotted in logarithmic
surface brightness (at root 2 intervals in surface brightness). Images are identified by
standard filter passbands except for LC and SC, which stand for the intermediate
band filters located above and below the 4000 Aspectral feature. The radio jet axis
is sketched on the [OIl] 'A3727 image. This figure shows the blue object 3" west of
3C 65 in the Y, R, SC and H band filters, which may be an example of the align
ment effect operating in a region that is detached from the main galaxy.
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Figure 5.2-The small-aperture (1") spectral energy distributions of the main
galaxy component of 3C 65 (dotted line) and the nearby blue object (dashed line),
where the horizontal lines indicate the approximate bandpasses of the V, R and H
filters. For comparison, the spectral energy distribution of a gE galaxy (Coleman et
al. 1980) is shown passing through the H-band point of the main galaxy (dotted
line), and a power law with a slope of f v :: -1 is shown passing through the points
of the blue object. The figure shows that the nearby blue object has roughly the
same spectral energy distribution as the "aligned component" of the z = 1 3C sam
ple. This provides an independent justification for the moment analysis described in
Chapter 3, and it suggests that detached aligned regions are not atypical examples of
the alignment effect.
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Figure 5.3-A montage of the unsmoothed multicolor images of 3C 326.1.
The images are 18" square and are accurately coregistered. Orientation is within 1
2° of NSEW, with north at the top and east at the left. Contours are plotted in loga
rithmic surface brightness (at root 2 intervals in surface brightness). Images are
identified by standard filter passbands, except for the D' image, which is an
intermediate-band filter centered near the Lye emission line. The radio jets are
sketched on the D' image image. The main galaxy component is labeled 'B', the
aligned component colocated with the western hotspot is labeled 'C'. The objects 'A'
and 'M' are foreground objects.
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Figure S.4-The small-aperture (2") spectral energy distributions of the main
galaxy component of 3C 3C326.1 at z = 1.82 (open circles) and the detached aligned
component (solid circles), where the horizontal error bars indicate the approximate
bandpasses of the filters U', B, R, I and K', and the vertical error bars indicate the
photometric uncertainties. Note the presence of Lya. in the D' filter. For comparis
on, the spectral energy distribution of a gE galaxy (Coleman et al. 1980) is shown
passing through the K' point of the main galaxy (solid line), and the spectral energy
distribution of an irregular galaxy (Coleman et al. 1980) is shown passing through
the points of the detached aligned component. The figure shows that the spectral en
ergy distribution of the main galaxy component of 3C 326.1 is similar to those of
other high-redshift radio galaxies" and the detached component has roughly the same
spectral energy distribution as the "aligned component" in the z ::: 1 sample. This
suggests that the conclusions drawn from the analysis of the z = 1 sample may ex
tend to higher redshifts. Detached aligned components such as this offer attractive
targets for future studies of the alignment effect.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Summary of Results

Qualitative and quantitative analysis of a homogeneous set of multicolor line

and continuum images of a complete sample of 3C radio galaxies at 0.8 < z < 1.3,

as well as selected galaxies at higher redshifts, has led us to the following conclu

sions:

6.1.1 Decomposition into Symmetric and Aligned Components

The infrared morphologies of the z ::: I sample are much more symmetric

than those at optical wavelengths. Although several of the infrared images are

aligned with the radio axes, quantitative measures of the asymmetry show a progres

sive reduction as one goes from rest-frame 2500 A to 1 J..lm, as is expected if the

morphology of each galaxy is the superposition of two distinct morphological com

ponents: (1) a symmetric component which dominates at infrared wavelengths, and

(2) an aligned "active" component dominant at UV-optical wavelengths. This result

is consistent with the "old galaxy hypothesis" for these galaxies, whereby the small

scatter in the K -z relation is produced by a homogeneous population of mature host

galaxies which are currently undergoing varying degrees of activity associated with

their radio sources. Typically, about 10% of the rest-frame I J..lm light is produced

by the active component, with the more active objects have larger contributions.

This modest degree of contamination is consistent with the small scatter of the K -z
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relation. As expected, the most aligned objects are the ones with the bluest overall

colors. The angular sizes of the infrared images of the radio galaxies are roughly

consistent with the known sizes of the giant elliptical galaxies associated with power

ful radio sources at low redshifts for reasonable cosmologies, i.e., 0.05 < qo < 0.5.

However, the accuracy of this measurement is generally limited by the presence of

contamination due to an active component.

6.1.2 Spectral Energy Distribution of the Symmetric Component

For the z ::: 1 sample, a spectral decomposition based on these quantitative

morphological parameters suggests that the "symmetric" component has a red spec

tral energy distribution similar to that of a gE galaxy, although the spectral decompo

sition is not unique.

6.1.3 Spectral Energy Distribution of the Aligned Component

For the z ::: 1 sample, a spectral decomposition based on the quantitative mor

phological parameters suggests that the "active" component, which dominates in the

ultraviolet wave band and is usually roughly aligned with the radio source axis, has a

spectral energy distribution with f v ::: -0 to -1, between 2500 A and 1 llm. This

form of the spectral energy distribution is consistent with various thermal and non

thermal models for the alignment effect.
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6.1.4 Properties of the Most Quiescent Systems

The reddest member of the z = 1 sample, 3C 65, which is the one expected

to be least contaminated by an "active" component, shows a strikingly normal

infrared morphology with a surface brightness profile that is well-fit by a deVau

couleurs r 1/4 law. A model surface fitting routine yields characteristic photometric

parameters that are comparable to those of BCM's and low-redshift radio galaxies

for standard cosmologies. Similar results were obtained for another red galaxy, 3C

437 (z = 1.480). The small displacement of these galaxies from low-redshift BCMs

and radio galaxies on the /le -logre plane suggests that little or no stellar evolution is

required in a cosmology with qo =0.5 (A =0), whiie a modest degree of stellar evo

lution is implied in a model with q 0 = 0 (A = 0), or models with A > O. The data

appear to be inconsistent with a non-expanding cosmology.

6.1.5 Detached Aligned Regions of Emission

The morphologies of the active components display a great deal of variation

from galaxy to galaxy, including examples of diffuse, centrally peaked emission

extending along the radio axis, and examples of detached regions of emission lying

along the radio axis. The latter may offer a unique opportunity to study the align

ment effect in operation without contamination by the main galaxy. Examples of

detached alignment morphology are provided by 3C 326.1 (z = 1.8) and possibly by

3C 65 (z = 1.17). The fields of these galaxies each show a nearby object lying
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directly on the radio axis, having a spectral energy distribution with a slope of

f v =-I. This spectral energy distribution is consistent with theoretical models for

the alignment effect, and is similar to the that of the aligned component in the z = I

sample. This suggests that mechanisms operating in the detached aligned regions of

emission are not atypical of the alignment effect.

6.1.6 Red Companions

A significant fraction (5/13) of the radio galaxies in the z = I sample are

accompanied by nearby red objects that are prominent on the infrared images and

which are likely to be companion galaxies. These are 1-2 mag fainter than the main

galaxy, but are usuaIly redder in overaIl color and usuaIly have little or no associated

[0 II] emission. The presence of these possible red companions suggests that "con

ventional" triggers for the radio sources are still operating at z > 1, and that, regard

less of the evolutionary state of the radio galaxy, at least some old galaxies exist

around the central object.

6.2 Future Work

The research described above, the ongoing work of others in the field (see

e.g., for key developments, Spinrad 1986; Lilly 1989; Bithel & Rees 1990; Chambers

& Charlot 1990: Daly, R.A. 1990 & 1991; De Young 1989; Chambers & McCarthy

1990; di Seregho Allighieri, et al. 1989; Scarrot et al. 1990; Jannuzi & Elston 1991;

Eisenhardt & Dicksion 1992; Rawlings et al 1991; McCarthy et al 1992) has
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prompted several issues, including: (a) Does the "old galaxy" interpretation of the

K -z relationship extend to z :::.\» I? (b) Can a large number of relatively quiescent

radio galaxies be found, particularly at redshifts z :::.\» 1, which look like gEs, and if

so, can they be used to constrain cosmology and galaxy evolution? (c) What are the

mechanisms for producing the aligned components, and are they best studied in sys

tems showing detached regions of alignment? and (d) What is happening in the

immediate environments of radio sources, particularly with regards to red compan

ions, and how are the environments changing with redshift? These issues are dis

cussed in tum below.

6.2.1 Extending to Higher Redshifts

A key question for the future is whether the quantitative analysis of infrared

morphologies will continue to support the "old galaxy hypothesis" at higher redshifts,

where the cosmogonic issues become more acute. The K -z relation shows small

scatter out to at least z = 2 (see, e.g., Lilly 1991) and possibly out to z > 3. Work

along these lines is being undertaken by other groups, and we have begun a program

to carry out multicolor observations on samples of objects at these higher redshifts.

In the meantime, three cautionary comments are warranted: First, at higher

redshifts, the infrared passbands are redshifted to shorter wavelengths and, within the

framework of the "old galaxy hypothesis," asymmetries are expected to become more

apparent as the aligned component contributes a greater fraction of the flux density.

The small dispersion in the K -z relation persists to redshifts as high as z = 2 and
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beyond, and could be preserved even in a sample in which the average contamination

approaches 40%, by which point the most extreme objects may have contaminations

as high as 70%. As has been demonstrated, dramatic alignments can be produced by

even by components that contribute much less than this. Second, at higher redshifts,

various prominent emission lines such as [Om] A5007 and Hex. A6563 will be present

within the standard bandpasses, which could introduce a contaminating aligned com

ponent. Indeed, there is a growing body of evidence, based on near infrared spec

troscopy, that the broad-band near infrared flux of z » 1 radio galaxies can include a

substantial emission line contribution (10 to 80%; e.g., Eisenhardt & Dicksion 1992;

Rawlings et al 1991; McCarthy et al 1992). Third, it should be borne in mind that

most of the galaxies that have had redshifts measured at z > 2 have been selected on

account of their "ultrasteep" radio spectra (e.g., Chambers et al 1988b; Chambers et

al 1990; McCarthy et al 1991). There appears to be a correlation between the steep

ness of the radio spectral index and the strength of the active component (Lilly

1989), and hence one might expect that these objects are unusually active, and there

fore more aligned than more typical radio galaxies. For these reasons, care must be

taken to not over-interpret optical and infrared morphologies as necessarily implying

young ages for all high-redshift radio galaxies.

6.2.2 Quiescent Radio Galaxies

The results of this dissertation generally support the "old galaxy hypothesis",

in which essentially all radio galaxies have mature underlying stellar populations pro-
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ducing the small scatter in the K -z relation. In this scenario, the reddest objects in

any sample are expected to appear in the infrared as gEs in the sense that they will

be most free from the emission causing the alignment effect. This prediction has

been born out by the morphological analysis of the two quiescent radio galaxies 3C

65 (the reddest in the z ::: 1 sample) and 3C 437, which shows their infrared mor

phologies to be consistent in detail with gE galaxies. There exists controversy as to

whether the radio galaxies currently known at z » 1 represent a uniform population

of old galaxies, or if they include a number of forming protogalaxies in addition to

older galaxies (the "range of ages" model), perhaps being exclusively protogalaxies

at z > 3. Regardless, there is general agreement that the reddest objects in a sample

at a given redshift are the oldest. For these reasons, the reddest objects offer the

most promising targets for studies of high-redshift elliptical galaxies designed to pro

vide cosmological and cosmogonical constraints.

Several candidates for high-redshift gEs are to be found in the 1 Jansky sam

ple. The 1 Jansky sample is fainter than the 3C sample and extends to higher red

shifts. More importantly, the 1 Jansky's are almost unique in the search for high

redshift systems in that they were not selected on the basis of the steepness of radio

index, a criterion which (as mentioned above) introduces a bias towards the bluest,

most active objects. Indeed, photometry of 1 Jansky "empty field" sources (Lilly

1989) has turned up six extremely red objects with 1 < Z < 2. These sources are

ideal candidates for gE-like galaxies.

If these objects do turn out to be gE-like, it could be interesting to obtain

infrared spectra of their 4000 A break features in order to constrain their ages. The
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4000 A break lies in the J-band for the three objects in the subsample with z ::: 1.8.

The feature is sensitive to the elapsed time since the last major episode of star for

mation over a range of :::8 Gyrs and is known to have undergone (at most) a modest

change in red ellipticals between z = 0 and z = I (Hamilton 1985; Spinrad 1986;

Dressler & Schectman 1987). At z ::: 2, the Universe is itself only 1.3 Gyr (qo = 0.5

and Ho = 100) to 7 Gyr (qo =0 and H; = 50) old. Age dating these galaxies might

therefore provide powerful constraints on cosmology and galaxy evolution.

We note that the ages of the red companions of high-redshift radio galaxies

are also of great interest. The advantages of studying them are threefold: First, for a

sample at a given redshift, there are only a few quiescent (i.e, uncontaminated) radio

galaxies suitable for study, whereas a significant fraction of any sample are expected

have uncontaminated red companions. Secondly, these companions are generally

fainter than the radio galaxies, having roughly L * luminosities on the basis of their

infrared magnitudes, and are therefore more representative of normal systems.

Thirdly, selection effects associated with companions might be less important than

for radio galaxies, since they are being selected merely because they are in the vicin

ity of a powerful radio galaxy.

6.2.3 Future Studies of the Alignment Effect

The mechanism responsible for the alignment effect is currently unknown.

Different processes may be occurring in different galaxies, or even within a given

galaxy. Hitherto, an important problem has been that data on the aligned com-
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ponents has often included either the entire galaxy. Examples of detached, isolated

regions of aligned emission are known, however, which offer the potential to avoid

contamination by various components in the main galaxy. This dissertation included

an analysis of the spectral energy distributions of two such examples, 3C 65 and 3C

326.1, and concluded that the processes operating in the detached regions are prob

ably not atypical examples of the alignment effect. These types of objects are there

fore extremely attractive targets for the future study of the alignment effect.

6.2.4 The Environments of High-Redshift Radio Galaxies

The immediate environment of high-redshift radio galaxies galaxies holds

important implications for the connections between AGN's and high-redshift clusters.

These systems tend to be morphologically complex, with extended optical continua

and extended gaseous halos which often show dynamical structure (e.g., Spinrad

1989). Objects with a variety of colors are often present the nearby fields of these

systems. In the course of my research, the analysis of a multi-wavelength set of

images allowed the interpretation of various morphological features such as red com

panions, isolated regions of aligned emission and foreground objects (e.g., as in the

case of the M star in the foreground of 3C368; Rigler et al. 1991).

The morphology of the red component is sensitive to the presence and

dynamical state of the old stellar populations, and is likely to be revealing activity in

the inner few 100 kpc of a cluster or a forming cluster, such as tidal interactions,

merging and cannibalism. Furthermore, there might be a trend toward increasing
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morphological complexity with redshift, which may be indicative of a change in

radio galaxy environments either through cluster evolution or through the operation

of the radio galaxy selection process. Others have noted a possibly related trend

toward increasing clumpiness of the intergalactic medium with redshift based on the

rotation measure and depolarization distributions of the radio emission and the clum

piness of the Lyo; emission (see, e.g., Pedelty et al. 1989; Spinrad 1989).

It is reasonable to expect that significant changes are occurring in the

environments of powerful radio galaxies between z = 1 and 2, and for these changes

to be related to the strong evolution observed in the radio luminosity function

between these redshifts. Indeed, the co-moving density is peaked at z := 2. It is

very unlikely that an epoch of major galaxy formation is responsible because of the

evidence that all powerful radio galaxies formed at much earlier epochs. Rather, it

may be an indication that the cluster or sub-cluster environment becomes conducive

to the turn-on of radio sources around z = 2, and that further cluster evolution gradu

ally results in a less hospitable environment. The cluster environment changes

through processes such as the merging of subclusters, the cooling of intracluster gas

and the relaxation of the potential well. Theoretical work indicates that AGN's

require time to assemble and a source of fuel. The fuel may be supplied, for exam

ple, by cooling gas, which is later disrupted by the merging of sub-clusters (Fabian

& Crawford 1991).

Changes in environments have been observed for low- to moderate-redshift

radio sources. Powerful radio galaxies tend to inhabit rich environments at z < 1,
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and the environmental richness of radio galaxies and quasars has decreased since

z =0.5 (Hill & Lilly 1990; Yee & Green 1987). Clusters themselves have evolved

between z = 1 and the present (e.g., see Gunn 1990). This trend implies that cluster

evolution may play a fundamental role in the evolution of distant radio galaxies and

it would be fascinating to investigate their environments over the range 1 < z < 2

where there is strong evolution in the radio luminosity function.

It is important, therefore, to study the immediate environments of radio galax

ies with z » 1 for four basic reasons: (a) to relate radio galaxies to each other and

the general population at different redshifts through a comparison of their environ

ments, (b) to explore the connections between AGN's and their environment over a

critical part of the radio luminosity function, (c) to study the relationship between the

environment and alignment effect processes, and (d) to investigate cluster evolution.
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